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Abstract 

Systems such as MF/diol (M = alkali metal) and }1F/carboxylic acid were 

subjected to IH, I9F and 13C nmr study to investigate the nature of the 

very strong H-bonding of fluoride ions with these systems. Evidence 

indicates a strong H-bond in diol-fluoride systems (~H ~ -(56) kJ mol-I) 

which is stronger than most 'typical' H-bonds (~H = -(12-40) kJ mol-I), 

but weaker than that reported for carboxylic acid-fluoride systems 

(~H ~ -(120) kJ mol-I). Approximate fluoride H-bonded shifts (o(OH)OHF) 

were evaluated for MF/diol systems from IH chemical shift measurements. 

No direct correlation was observed between I9F chemical shift and H-bond 

strength. Thermodynamic parameters were calculated from temperature 

dependent IH and 19F shifts. n Preliminary studies of BU4NF-acetylacetone 

by I9F nmr were conducted at low temperatures and a possible Jmax (ca. 

400 Hz) is reported for the fluoride ion H-bonded to acetylacetone. 

Highfield shift for non-protonated carbons and downfield shift for 

protonated carbons were observed in carboxylic acid/KF systems. Significant 

decreas$in I3 C TI due to strong H-bonding to fluoride ions were also 

detected in both diol and carboxylic acid systems. Anomalous results were 

obtained, such as increasing NOE with increasing temperature in neat 

1,2-ethanediol (values above the theoretical maximum of 1.988) and in 

1,2-ethanediol/KF. The large 13C NOE's for carboxy carbons in neat 

carboxylic acids which are. further enhanced by the addition of KF are also 

unusual. 
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Chapter I--Introduction 

A. General 

Hydrogen bonding has been a subject of interest for many years. There 

1-4 5 8 are several books, numerous review articles - and thousands of papers 

describing both the theoretical and experimental aspects of hydrogen 

bonding. In 1903, Alfred Werner was perhaps the first to recognize this 

9 
bond. Later, W. M. Latimer and W. H. Rodebush identified this bond and 

h 1 · d h f .. f 10 t us exp a1ne t e cause 0 assoc1at1on 0 water. . Beginning from these 

early discoveries of this common but important bond, there has been a 

considerable growth in H-bond studies. 

tVhy study H-bonding? A phenomenon which occurs in almost all fields 

of chemistry and biology has an important place in our day-to-day life. We 

eat, are clothed and are housed in H-bonded materials and we ourselves are 

made up of H-bonded substances. The unique physical and chemical properties 

of water are influenced by this bond. Its fundamental role in the 

structural formation 11 
of DNA and proteins is well known. In general, 

one can say that the H-bond is as important as a C-C bond in the chemistry 

of living systems. 

Hydrogen.bonds in general are regarded as weak bonds and their strength 

varies depending upon A-H and B in the 

A-H ... B system. (1) 

The majority of H-bonds have energies between 12 and 40 kJ mol-l but H-bond 

energies above and below this range have also been reported. An enthalpy 

-1 
(~H) value of -2 kJ mol has been reported for the H-bond between 
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thiophenol and benzene. 12 A strong OH ... O type H-bond has been reported by 

Hadzi et al. 18 with -~H values of ~59 kJ mol-l and ~67 kJ mol-l for H-bonds 

between dichloroacetic acid and diphenyl selenoxide, and trichloroacetic 

acid and diphenyl, selenoxide, respectively. 

Until recently, the strongest H-bond known was the F-H ... F type H-bonds 

in the bifluoride ion, HF2' Both theoretical and experimental results with 

varying values have been reported for the H-bond energies in HF2 ions. 

Harrell and McDaniel13 experimentally obtained an enthalpy of 155 kJ mol- l 

for 

(2) 

Similarly, the ~H of formation for 

HF(g) + F-(g) ----+,HF2(g) (3) 

had been evaluated as 252 kJ mol-I. 

On the other hand, some calculated values for the same quantity are 

-1 15-1 217 kJ mol (Kollman and Allen) ,234 kJ mol (Neckel, Kuzmany and 

Vinek)16 and 220 kJ mol-l (Emsley, Hoyte and Overill).17 

B. Strong Hydrogen bonding with fluoride anions 

The discovery and the subsequent investigations of the high solubility 

of potassium fluoride in acetic acid19 by Emsley lead to the conclusions 

that an H-bond is formed between fluoride anions and the hydroxy proton of 

the acid. He interpreted the spectroscopic and thermochemical studies20 

in terms of the formation of very strong H-bonding of the type F ... HOAc. 

The strongest evidence of this was obtained from IR studies. 20 The OH 

stretching frequency (vs) due to H-bonding to fluoride anions (vs[OHF]) 

-1 
was observed to shift ca. 2200 em towards lower wavenumbers 
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from the monomer value at 3600 em-I Very strong H-bonds of the type 

OH .•• O have been found to have stretching frequency shifts between 800 and 

1200 -1 21 
em The ~vs(OHO) for acetic acid dimer is only 560 em-I. 

Proton nmr measurements support Emsley's theory of a strong H-bonding 

between fluoride anions and acetic acid (F ••• HOAc). The chemical shift of 

the hydroxy proton (8(OH» moved downfield from 11.55 ppm for the dimer to 

17.39 ppm for the fluoride-acid monosolvate. 20,22 He obtained a bond energy 

-1 
of 122 kJ mol (from his IR data) for the [F ... acid] bond in acetic acid-

KF 1 . 20 
so ut~on. The same calculations for the acetic acid dimer gave only 

Further studies of other carboxylic acids with alkali metal 

fluorides (KF, RbF and CsF) show similar types of strong H-bonding. 24 A 

22 
study of CH3COOH and CF3COOH with fluorides and acetates shows that [OHF] 

H-bonds are much stronger than [OHO] bonds. His reported ~H(formation) 

values for OHF H-bonds are higher than any other reported values for OHO 

H~bonds and were considered at that time second in strength only to FHF 

H-bonds. 17 25 Later, Emsley et al. ' calculated bond energies for MeC02H ..• F-

-1 -1 and HC02H ... F- to be 249 kJ mol and 250 kJ mol respectively, which are 

greater than that reported for F-H ... F- bonds. They calculated the entropy 

(~SO) for F- .•. HOAc H-bond to be +357 J K-l mol-l . 26 This value is much 

-1 -1 27 
greater than that for a typical H-bond (~SO = 50-70 J K mol ), further 

evidence of strong H-bonding. 

Thus spectroscopic and thermochemical studies show evidence of a very 

strong H-bonding between fluoride anions and carboxylic acids. This thesis 

now attempts to produce more data from I9F and 13C nmr studies to support 

the strong H-bonding theory between carboxylic acids and alkali metal 

fluorides, and also reports and discusses similar strong H-bonding 

existing between fluoride anions and simple diols. 
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c. Application of NMR to H-bonding studies 

Over the last 20 years, there has been considerable growth in the use 

of nmr spectroscopy in elucidating the nature of the H-bonds. There are 

numbers of monographs and general reviews on both theoretical and 

" 1 1" " of 1,4,5,28,29 exper1menta app 1cat10ns nmr. With the development of high 

resolution nmr's and Fourier Transformation techniques, studies of nuclei 

other than protons have become routine, even those with low natural 

abundance. 

(1) IH nmr spectroscopy 

Proton nmr spectroscopy in H-bonding studies is quite important 

because of the various information it provides on the nature of the bonds 

such as: 

(a) chemical shift of the H-bonded proton, 

(b) H-bond formation equilibria and exchange rates and hence, 

thermodynamic information, 

(c) relaxation process etc. 

With the latest techniques, even weaker interactions can be studied. Proton 

nmr measurements are superior in sensitivity and selectivity to ir 

measurements and are often more conclusive. 

The effect of H-bonding on the proton chemical shift was first noted by 

30 
Arnold and Packard for the hydroxy proton of ethyl alcohol. They 

31 32 
observed that the -OH proton shift is dependent on both temperature ' 

d "31 h d h d" " h h 1 d an concentrat1on, w ereas, un er t e same con 1t10ns, t e met y an 

methylene proton signals were found to be independent of temperature and 

concentration. Even though Arnold and Packard were the first to observe 
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32 these effects, it was Liddle and Ramsey who recognized the temperature 

dependency of OH proton shifts as being due to H-bonding. They observed 

that dilution: by an inert solvent has the same effect as raising the 

temperature, both leading to the dissociation of H-bonds causing a 

highfield shift. 31 
The reports of both Arnold and Packard ,and Liddel and 

32 
Ramsey appeared simultaneously on the same journal page. 

Hydrogen bond formation generally results in the downfield shift of 

the proton involved in the H_bond. 28 ,29 The proton deshielding of H-bonding 

has been ascribed mainly to two phenomena: 

(1) partial withdrawal of the proton from its electronic environment by 

the electronegative acceptor atoms, 

(2) inhibition of electronic circulation about the proton by the electric 

field of the electronegative atom. 

Magnetic anisotropic and inductive effects, screening and steric hindrance 

are other possible contributions to the variation in the proton chemical 

33 shift. 

Ever since the observations of Arnold and Packard, there have been 

numerous IH nmr studies on the self associations in alcohols and phenols. 

The short chain aliphatic alcohols are highly associated and have their 

-OR proton shift ~5.0 ppm downfield of TMS, and at very high dilutions in 

non-polar solvents the proton shifts of the monomer move to ~O.7 ppm 

downfield of TMS. 

34 
The self association in diols has also been reported, the H-bond 

shift of OH protons in diols being smaller than that of ethanol. The 

existence of a considerable number of intra molecular H-bonded species and 

free OH groups are considered as the reason for the low shift. 
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There have been several attempts to correlate the chemical shift 

concentration dependence of alcohols with thermodynamic parameters. 

H OI 35 h d h h 1 0 0 0 1 f h ugg1ns et ~ s owe t at t e 1m1t1ng s ope 0 t e concentration-chemical 

shift curve is a function of the equilibrium constant for dimerization. 

36 Later, Davis and coworkers derived enthalpy of dimerization of t-butanol 

in CC14 using limiting slope method from IH nmr data. 
37 

Tucker and Becker 

showed that limiting slope can be derived only at concentrations below 

0.01 M. A strong monomer-dimer-polymer equilibrium was found in phenol as 

a function of dilution. 38 MUller and Reiter39 observed that IH nmr shifts 

of H-bonded protons are a function of temperature because change in 

temperature affects O ... H bond length and equilibrium constant. 

The IH nmr of strong H-bonds to certain anions has been studied. It 

has been shown that the proton chemical shift of XHX- was at lower field 

40 than the parent acid HX in the same solvent. Studies of XHX- (where 

X = F, Cl, Br and I) in dipolar aprotic solvents such as MeCN and MeN024l 

show that the proton shift is over 14.0 ppm downfield of that of parent 

acid. 

There have been only a few IH nmr studies on the proton involved in 

F- .•. HO type H-bonding. 26 Clark and Emsley were perhaps the first to study 

in detail this type of H-bonding. They were able to derive thermodynamic 

parameters like equilibrium constant (K(dO 0 0 »), change in entropy 1ssoc1at10n 

(~SO) and free energy (~GO) from the chemical shift-concentration curve based 

on the equilibrium equation (4). 

F- ..• HOAc , l{ 'F- + AcOH (4) 

This thesis now reports and discusses a IH nmr study of H-bond between 

fluoride anion and diol molecule and evaluates possible thermodynamic 
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parameters derived from temperature dependence chemical shift measurements. 

(ii) 19F nmr spectroscopy 

The number of references and articles (e.g., 28, 29, 42, 43,44) 

related to 19F nmr as applied to organic chemistry shows the importance of this 

technique. As a spin ~ nucleus with 100 percent natural abundance with 

a favourable gyromagnetic ratio, the 19F nucleus is almost as sensitive as 

a proton in the nmr experiment. The 19F nucleus has a more polarizable 

electron cloud and hence exhibits a much greater range of chemical shifts 

than the proton., well over 1000 ppm. 

According to Saika and Slichter45 , variations in the local para

magnetic electron circulation at the fluorine atom are the dominant cause 

of chemical shifts in fluorine compounds. This paramagnetic contribution 

which denotes a shift towards low field is greatest in covalently bonded 

fluorines and is zero in the spherically symmetrical F- ions. Gutowsky 

and Hoffman46 obtained a fairly good correlation between fluorine chemical 

shift and the electronegativity of the atom to which it is bonded. 

Covalently bonded 19F nuclei are less shielded than the ionic ones. 

A wide variety of simple binary fluorides were subjected to 19F nmr 

studies. 46 ,47 These studies reveal two general trends. Firstly, the 

fluorine resonance progressively moves towards low field as the atomic 

number of the central atom in a given period of the periodic table 

increases. The second and" more general correlation is the tendency of the 

fluorine resonance to shift towards low field with increasing electro

negativity of the central atom. Aqueous solutions of metal fluoride 

complexes of Th, Al and Zn have been examined by 19F nmr and attempts were 
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29 made to correlate the chemical shifts to various parameters. No simple 

relations were found. 

H-bonding has been studied by 19F nmr, especially in the bifluoride 

ion. Haque and Reeves48 have studied 19F chemical shifts of various alkali 

fluorides and bifluorides at different concentrations in water. The changes 

have been interpreted in terms of H-bonding according to the equilibrium: 

(5) 

The temperature dependence of 19F chemical shifts in bifluoride ions has 

been observed by Martin and Fujiwara. 4l Chemical shift changes due to 

49 H-bonding have been reported in amine-HF complexes. Ems ley , in his recent 

review article, has briefly reported some of the 19F spectra related to the 

50 
strong H-bond. 

This thesis now reports and attempts to correlate the 19F shifts to 

strong H-bonding observed between fluoride anions and carboxylic acids and 

diols. 

(iii) 13C nmr spectroscopy 

(a) Chemical shift 

The first nmr observations of 13 C nuclei were reported in 1957. 51 ,52 

However, experimental difficulties, poor spectral resolution,sensitivity 

and other problems restricted the earlier applications of 13C nmr 

spectroscopy. The first breakthrough in experimental 13C nmr was in 1965 

with the development of broad band de.coupling of protons attached to carbons 

and of FT techniques. The rapid growth since then has advanced 13C nmr 

spectroscopy to the status of a practical, analytical research tool for 

organic chemists. 53 54 55 . Review books of Levy , and Stothers have expla~ned 
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the theory and applications of 13C nmr spectroscopy citing many references. 

Changes (>1 to 2 ppm) in carbon chemical shifts due to changing 

solvents are generally attributed to H-bonding or ionization. There have 

been few early attempts to study the effect of solute-solvent interactions 

on the shielding of 13C nuclei. The development of pulsem FT techniques 

with broad bond decoupling methods have made it more practicable to study 

these effects and thus understand the nature of species in solution. 

The first systematic study of solvent effect on 13C shielding was 

reported by Haciel and Ruben. 56 They found the carbonyl carbon chemical 

shift moves highfield in aprotic solvents and moves downfield in protic 

solvents. The trend in protic solvents has been interpreted in terms of 

increasing polarization of the C=O bond due to H-bonding. 

8+ 8- 8+ 
::::C=O + RA :.:,==' ;::C=O •.• RA ~,==> ;:C-OH + A- (6) 

The fact that H-bonc;ling can deshield carbonyls has been demonstrated 

by Maciel et al. 57 and Loewenstein and Margalit,58 while a study of solvent 

effect59 has indicated a variation in carbonyl deshielding due to solvent 

effects. Haciel and Traficante60 investigated the solvent effect on 

carbonyl of acetic acid in various solvents such as acetone, water, 

chloroform, cyclohexane etc. Very large dilution effects were observed in 

acetone, smaller changes in chloroform and very little change in water 

and cyclohexane. These have been reported in terms of breaking and forming 

of different kinds of H-bonds between the c=o group and various other 

species. Carbonyl shielding in a variety of mono- and dicarboxylic acids 

has 
55 

been reported. The replacement of directly bonded hydrogen by a 

methyl group causes a downfield shift of ~lO ppm for carbonyl 13C shifts 
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(~, from HCOOH ----+ CH3COOH). Reports on a number of straight, 

b h d d d d b 1 ° °d d 61~64 ranc e ,saturate an unsaturate car oxy ~c ac~ s an esters all 

show a pronounced effect on the carbonyl I3C shift due to a-substitution 

and solvent change. 

(b) Spin-lattice relaxation processes (Ti) 

Nuclei having I = ~, have two posslible modes of precession', one 

precessing about the direction of the field vector HO ('¥~') and the other 

in the opposite direction ('-~') (Fig. 1). Precession about HO (the lower 

level) is energetically more stable. 

In the presence of the applied magnetic field HI, there is a net 

transfer of spins from the lower to upper level thus equalising or nearly 

equalising the populations in both leve~. In order to return to the 

Boltzmann spin population equilibrium state, the system has to relax. 

Thus the relaxation process is the recovery process by which the transverse 

magnetization My' decays, returning to the original equilibrium magnetization 

MO, characterising the establishment of the nuclear spin equilibrium 

(Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. The effect of magnetization MO in a rotating frame during pulse 

nmr experiment. Sequences (b --+ c) and (c --+ a) demonstrate spin-

lattice relaxation process. 

Ho 
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(a) 1'10 at equilibrium 

(b) rotation of magnetization through 90° due to RF pulse 

(c) recovery of magnetization along z-axis by spin-lattice relaxation 

process. 

There are two processes by which the system returns to equilibrium: 

(1) spin-lattice or longitudinal relaxation (T1) 

(2) spin-spin or transverse relaxation (T2) 

During spin-lattice relaxation, the excited spin returns from the 

excited state to a more stable state. This liberates energy and hence, 

the redistribution of populations arises by transferring the excess energy 

to the surroundings of the nuclei. Spin-lattice relaxation time represents 

the time scale of energy transfer between spin systems and the surroundings 

and is assumed to be a continuous increase in the longitudinal magnetization 

Hz to the equilibrium value 110 with a time constant T1 (see Fig. 2). The 

decay of the magnetization through z-axis is governed by the Bloch 

exponential equation. 

(7) 

The development of pulsed FT nmr has made possible the measurement 

of both T1 and T2 processes. Great interest has been shown in T1 

measurements as an aid to structural elucidation. 13 C- T1 values especially 

are more important as they reflect the mobility of molecules and sometimes 

help in 13C nmr assignments especially when signals are crowded and 

multiplet overlapping occurs. Practical and versatile 13C- T1 studies were 

65-67 possible by the use of PFTNMR. A large number of reports have been 

published on the application of 13 C spin-lattice re1axations. 68 ,69 
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Several methods are available for Tl measurements using both 

. () 70 d 1 d FT h' 71 contlnuous wave CW nmr an pu se tec nlques. The most important 

routine methods of PFT Tl measurements are inversion recovery method68 ,72 

(here after Ifu~) and progressive saturation method. 71 

73 In IRH, developed by Vold et al., the system is assumed to be in 

equilibrium and is excited with 180 0 and 90 0 rf pulses separated by a delay 

time T. After the 90 0 pulse, the FID (free induction decay) is recorded 

as usual. In order to obtain a population equilibrium, a time gap (T) 

equal to at least 5 times the longest Tl is allowed before the next 

180-T-90 pulse sequence is applied. Thus, the sequence 

[180-T-90-FID-T]n (8) 

where n is the number of pulses (time domain spectra) to be summed, is 

repeated for different delay times, T (see Fig. 3). 

Figure 3(a) T« TI 
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Figure 3(d) T > TI 2n 2 
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Figure 3. Spin lattice relaxation measurements by Inversion recovery 

method. (Ref. 72). 

Finally when the T value becomes » TI recovery from 180 0 pulse will 

be complete and that 90 0 pulse will produce a full positive intensity 

signal. 

If we integrate equation (7), we get 

Mz = MO(l - 2e-T/ TI ) 

this, on expansion, becomes 

In(MO - Mz) = In MO - ~/TI 

rearranging, 

(9~ 

(10) 

(11) 
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Since MO represents the maximum (normal) intensity and Mz represents 

the observed peak height at a given T value, a plot of In(l - Mz/Mo) versus 

T will give l/TI as its slope. 

There are four potential mechanisms which contribute to the spin 

lattice relaxation process of a nucleus. 

(1) Internuclear Dipole-Dipole interaction (DD) 

(2) Spin-rotation (SR) 

(3) Chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) 

(4) Scalar coupling (SC) 

These contributions to TI are inversely additive as shown below: 

TI(DD) 

TI (SR) 

TI (CSA) 

TI(SC) 

(12) 

The I3 C- TI of many large molecules are characterized by isotropic 

overall molecular motion, and predominantly by 13C-hH DD relaxation, even for 

74 non-protonated carbons. In smaller, more symmetrical molecules where 

the tumbling is more rapid, other mechanisms may compete with I3 C_lH DD 

mechanisms. Shorter TI values are predominantly due to DD relaxation 

while participation of other mechanisms causes longer TI values. If I3C 

relaxation is dominated by the DD mechanisms, then the TI can be related 

to the molecular correlation time (Tc) by equation (13). 

l/TI a: NTc/r6 (13) 

where N is the number of hydrogens directly bonded to carbon and r is the 

carbon-hydrogen bond length. Hence, TI which is inversely proportional to 

r6 will have significant contributions only from protons one bond away, 

through dipole-dipole interaction. 

Intermolecular H-bonding restricts the motion at the hydroxyl end of 

68 
the molecule. In short straight chain molecules, intermolecular 
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H-bonding does not slow down the overall molecular reorientations. 75 13 C 

relaxation times have been used to examine intramolecular steric interactions 

and calculations of energy barriers for rotation around single bonds. 76 

Studies of solution effects such as H-bonding and ion pairing by 13 C- T1 

77 78 gives new insight into these processes.' These strong intermolecular 

interactions increase the correlation time 'c and thus shorten Tl' Formic 

and acetic acids have shorter 13C Tl's than their corresponding methyl 

79 esters. Hydrogen bonding causes faster relaxations for phenol carbons 

d h d · . d b 80 compare to t e correspon Lng non-assocLate enzenes. There is a 

progressive increase in the 13 C- T1 values going from the associating end 

69 to the hydrophobic end of a molecule. 

(3.0) (1.9) (1.4) (1.2) (0.8) (0.6) (0.4) ~O ... 
CH3- CH2- CH2- CH2.- (CH2)3-CH2- CH2--C"" 

'OH ••• 
decanoic acid 

(Tl values are given in parentheses) 

Smaller alcohols like methanol show considerably slower relaxation 

(longer Tl) because of the fast molecular motions. 8l 

Changes in medium such as solvent, concentration and temperature 

variations have significant effects on Tl 'so Intramolecular H-bonding has 

been deduced from Tl values dependent on concentration. 82 An Arrhenius 

equation relates the temperature dependent dipole-dipole relaxation 

(Tl (DD» to correlation time 'c' 

'c = 'cO x e 
IJ.E/RT (14) 

Activation energy (IJ.E) for the molecular orientations can thus be 

calculated from a plot of logarithm of Tl(DD) versus reciprocal temperature. 

IJ.E for most molecules are around 8 kJ mol-l . 69 Internal dynamic processes 

of molecules are best elucidated by the temperature dependence measurement 
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of Tl' These measurements have now found a wide application in biochemical 

studies. 

(c) Nuclear Overhauser Effect 

The nuclear Overhauser enhancement (hereafter NOE) which results in a 

change in the integrated intensity of the nmr signal of a nuclear spin as 

a result of population transfer by saturation of another nmr resonance, is 

of enormous interest because of its usefulness in obtaining qualitative 

and quantitative information on molecular configuration and conformation. 

The term "Overhauser effect" was originally referred to dynamic polarization 

of nuclei in metals. Solomon and Bloembergen were the first to apply this 

effect only for nuclear spins in a study of chemical exchange in HF. 84 

The potential of NOE in producing information on the conformation and 

configuration of molecules in solutions was first demonstrated by Anet 

85 and Bourn. It hastEound many applications such as in complex 

. 86 1 1 . 87. . 1 .. nmr asslgnments, nuc ear re axatlons, ln slgna to nOlse lmprovement 

in nmr spectra88 etc. A direct correlation between NOE and internuclear 

distances has been demonstrated. 89 A quantitative determination of 

relative internuclear distances has been done from NOE measurements in 

., h . 90 systems contalnlng tree or more splns. Noggle and Schirmer have 

reviewed in detail the chemical applications of NOE. 91 

In 13C spectra, if the relaxation is dominated by DD mechanisms, then 

the total intensities are equal to 

(15) 

where (YH/YC)2 is the NOE factor denoted by nc and YH and YC are the 

gyromagnetic ratios of IH and 13C respectively. Hence, for an exclusive 
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DD mechanisms, the 13 C intensity is determined by the gyromagnetic ratios 

of IH and 13C. 

nC 1. 988 (16) 

Thus, 1.988 is the theoretical maximum nC for any carbon nucleus which 

indicates Tl exclusively by DD mechanism. Hany protonated 13C nuclei, 

especially methylene and me thine carbons, have been found to have the 

maximum NOE factor. The formic acid carbon has been observed to have the 

94 maximum NOE factor. An NOE factor (nc) less than 1.988 indicates the 

participation of other mechanisms in spin-lattice relaxations especially 

of protonated carbons. Both percentage DD contributions and the relaxation 

time of DD mechanisms can be calculated directly from NOE factor. 

%DD 
nc 

-1-.9-8-8- x 100 (17) 

(18) 

The temperature dependence of Tl (DD) can be used to calculate the 

activation energy of molecular reorientations according to equation (14). 

As for spin-lattice relaxation time measurements, the NOE measurements 

also have many applications to spectral assignments and molecular 

structural and conformational elucidation. 

This thesis reports and discusses 13 C chemical shifts, Tl'S, NOE's 

etc. in neat liquids and fluoride solutions of carboxylic acids and diols. 

D. Infrared Spectroscopy 

Even though the quantitative information from ir data on H-bonding 

may perhaps be of dubious value, it is still a very important tool in 
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qualitative evaluations. Ir studies on H-bonding have been well reviewed 

b 1,2,4,5,95 
y many. Most H-bonds are classified as asymmetric but as the 

strength increases, it becomes more symmetrical. 

The bihalides are examples of species containing strong H-bonds. 

H-bond energies from 36.4 kJ mol-l (for BrHC1-) to 148 kJ mol-l (for FHF-) 

96 have been reported based on ir studies. Both intramolecular and 

intermolecular H-bonding of the type OH .•. halogen have been studied. 95 In 

intramolecular H-bonding, the 6v(OH) shifts follow the order 

I > Br > Cl > F and 6H(association) values follow Cl > Br > F > 1.97 In 

intermolecular H-bonds, the frequency shift follows the same order as 

for intramolecular H-bonds, but 6H(association) values are of the reverse 

order F > Cl > Br > 1. 98 

-1 
In the regions of 400-4000 em three kinds of H-bond vibrations are 

observed. For the X ... RO bond these vibrations are: 

(i) OH stretching vibration (vS) 

(ii) in-plane XHO bending mode (vn) 

(iii) out-of-plane ~~O bending mode (Vt). 

Out of these vibrational modes, the most informative one is that due 

h OH h ' 99 to t e stretc ~ng. The characteristic changes of OH stretching due 

to II-bonding are: 

(i) shift towards lower wavenumber 

(ii) increase in intensity 

(iii) broadening and appearance of submaxima. 

The 6vS (stretching frequency shift) have been correlated to various 

physical and chemical properties such as: 
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(i) H-bond distance RO ... X 

(ii) enthalpy and entropy changes (~HO + ~SO) 

(iii) half band width and bond intensity. 

H-bonds also shift the out-of-plane vibration (v t ) to a higher 

wavenumber. 

}fust diols exhibit both intermolecular and intramolecular H-bonding. lOO 

Intramolecular H-bonding is possible because the bond angle is such that 

the close approach of both OH groups is possible. This bonding is apparent 

only at very high dilution in a non-polar solvent like CC14~100,101 Very 

strong H-bonding of the type OH ... O is found to have a ~VS(OH) shift between 

-1 21 -1 
800 and 1200 ~. Emsley observed much greater shift of ~2200 ~ for 

OH stretching in acetic acid due to H-bonding to fluoride anion. 20 He also 

reports an enthalpy of association for the H-bond to be ca. 122 kJ mol-I. 

Enthalpies calculated similarly from ~vS measurements for acetic acid dimer 

(~31 kJ mol-I) and trichloroacetic acid and diphenyl selenoxide 

(~67 kJ mol-I) are well below that obtained for acetic acid fluoride systems. 

This thesis discusses qualitatively the ir data of H-bonding between 

diols and fluoride anions. 
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Chapter II--Experimenta1 

A. Materials 

BDH grade 1,2-ethanedio1, Aldrich grade 1,2- and 1,3-propanedio1s 

and 1,4-butanedio1 were dried over 5 A molecular sieves. BDH Ana1ar grade 

acetic acid,formic acid and n-butyric acid, and Fisher certified grade 

propionic acid were used as such. They were found to give constant 8(OH) 

shift when dried over molecular sieves for a long period of time. 26 

Anhydrous potassium fluoride (99%), rubidium fluoride (99.9%) and 

cesium fluoride (99.9%) used were all from Alpha Inorganic. Fluorides 

were further dried before usage by heating under vacuum. All 

spectroscopic grade solvents were used as such while commercial grades 

were redistilled and dried over molecular sieves. 

Saturated solutions of fluorides in dio1s and carboxylic acids were 

prepared by stirring excess quantity of fluoride for about 24 hours and 

then removing the excess fluoride by centrifugation. A glove box was used 

to make up solutions. 

B.Instrumentation and sampling techniques 

IH nmr spectra were recorded using a Bruker WP-60 FT~m spectrometer 

operating at 60 MHz with a 750 Hz sweep width in quad detection mode. A 

pulse width of ca. 1.3 ~sec, representing a 30° pulse, was applied 

followed by an acquisition time of 5.5 sec. The FID obtained was stored 

in 8K memory and was transformed into 4K frequency domain spectra with an 

average deviation of ±0.19 Hz. A few spectra were also recorded using 

Varian A-60 ~ spectrometer at 60 MHz and 500 Hz sweep width. The 

average deviation is ±0.5 Hz. 
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19F spectra were obtained on the HP-60 at 56.45 HHz and 6024 Hz 

sweep width. 30° pulses (pulse width ca. 1.3 ~sec) were applied followed 

by an acquisition time of 0.66 sec and the FID's were fourier transformed 

from 8K to 4K in the same way as that for IH spectra. The average 

deviation is ±1.5l Hz. 

13 C spectra were also recorded in a similar way on the WP-60 at a 

spectrometer frequency of 15.08 MIlz and a sweep width of 3759 Hz. The 

acquisition time was 1.1 sec and the pulse width for a 30° pulse was ca. 

3.1 ~sec. The average deviation was ±1.00 Hz. 13C spectra were obtained 

with 5 W of IH broad band decoupling applied (decoupling frequency offset 

= 2600 Hz).92 IH and 13C measurements are all reported with respect to THS 

as external reference and 19F shifts are reported relative to external 

CSFS reference compound; the external reference being dissolved in the 

CDC13 lock solvent. All chemical shifts downfield of the reference compound 

are assigned as positive shifts. The external reference compounds were 

found to have the following shifts with respect to the corresponding 

internal references. 

Reference compound placed 
in sample portion (Fig. 4a) 

CSFS alone (19F) 

CSF6 in C6HS (19 F) 

THS alon~ (lH) 

THS in CHC13 (lH) 

Chemical shift (in ppm) difference with 
respect to the same external reference 
compound dissolved in CDC13 as combined 
lock and reference 

-2.19 

"':'0.78 

-0.31 

-0.02 
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In sample tubes shown in Figure 4(b) (used for I3 C spectra) both internal 

and external references were found to have the same chemical shift value 

(in ppm). 

For lH and 19F measurements, 5 mm nmr tubes were used. A smaller 

tube containing the deuterium lock (DMSO-d6 or-CDC13) and the reference 

compound was held inside the 5 mm nmr tube with the aid of two teflon spacers 

(Figure 4(a» • 

.. ~--------- 5 mm nmr tube-----------------------

Figure 4(a) 

10 mm nmr tube--------------------

sample 

external lock solvent 
(deuterium) and 
reference compound 

Figure 4(b) 

Figure 4. (a) sample tube arrangement for 1 Hand .1 9F ~1easurements. 

(b) Sample tube arrangement for I3 C measurement. 

For I3 C measurements, the 5 mm nmr sample tube was held tightly inside a 

10 mm nmr tube contain~ng the deuterium solvent (lock) and reference 

compound (see Fig. 4(b». A Glove Box was used to make up solutions. 

For TI and NOE measurements, the samples were degassed by bubbling 

a slow stream of nitrogen through the sample in the nmr tube at a slightly 

higher temperature (ca. 303-313 OK). Bubbling was done for about 15-20 
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minutes to ensure no dissolved oxygen remained and the tube was capped and 

sealed (with paraffin paper) immediately. 

C. T1 Measurements 

All Tl 's were measured by IRM (discussed in Chapter I). The 

[180-T-90-FID-T]n pulse sequence was used where the delay time (T) was chosen 

to be at least 5 times the longest Tl' About 10 T values, between 0.001 

and 'T' seconds were employed with broad band decoupling applied. The 

FID's accumulated for each T value were stored in separate files on a disc 

from which Tl 's were calculated after fourier transformation by our 

modified version of the Bruker T1 II computer software package supplied 

with the NMR spectrometer. Either the intensities or areas 

are used to calculate Tl 's by performing a least square analysis of these 

values to fit into the equation (11). 

D. NOE Measurements 

The NOE factor, nc ' was determined by using gated decoupling 

h . 102 tec n~ques. Thus a decoupled 13C spectra can be obtained without NOE. 

The 'gated' technique is a computer controlled sequence which switches 

the decoupler 'on' and 'off' at different intervals. Since the NOE takes 

a time significantly longer than the acquisition time to build up, the 

decoupler will be switched on only during the acquisition time so as to 

collapse all couplings. Even though the NOE will start building up during 

this time, it will generally be negligible as long as a sufficient delay 

time (usually 5 times the longest T1) is given between pulses for the 

system to relax back completely. 
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For all NOE measurements, the delay time between pulses was chosen 

to be at least 5 times the longest T1' Since the decoupling time has to 

be equal to at least the acquisition time and that 13C FID acquisition 

time is 1.1 sec, the decoupler was switched on for 1.2 sec. The extra 

0.1 sec was to ensure that the decoupler ,was up to power before the 

computer-controlled pulse and detection began. This delay ensured complete 

decoupling before recording the FID. 

RF pulse ~D~----------~~~ 
Delay time 

Decoupler ~--------------7~1 ~ 

Decoupler 'ON' 

Acquisition / ~ 

Figure 5. Pulse sequence for a decoupled spectrum without NOE. 

The FID's thus obtained were stored in a file on a disc. The sample 

was run again under the same conditions except that the decoupler was on 

all the time during the acquisition and delay time so as to allow for the 

full NOE. This FID was also stored in another file. Any four character 

file name was chosen followed by 01 and 02 for storing the two FID's 

(~, RAVIOI and RAVI02). This is done so as to process these two FID's 

simultaneously by T1 program in order to keep all the scaling factors 

constant. The NOE factor, nc, was then calculated from intensities or 

area using equation (19). 
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P(NOE) 
-:P::-(7:-N=-=O-:. N=-='O=-=E::7)- - 1 (19) 

where P(NOE) is the intensity or area of the peak with NOE, and 

P(NO.NOE) is the intensity or area of the peak without NOE. 

The computer program used in these experiments "was Brock modification 

of the Bruker Quad FT program. Later modifications permitted four 

acquisitions to be written into the NOE and four into the NOE suppressed 

files alternately to minimize instrument fluctuations. Spectra were 

acquired in fours because of the PAPS sequence under which the spectrometer 

was operated. 

E. Infrared measurements 

All ir measurements were recorded between 200 and 4000 cm-1 on 

PE-225 IR spectroneter. The solutions were studied as liquid films 

between KBr discs. 

Fa. "Room temperature 

"Room temperature" in the nmr sense is taken as the ambient temperature 

of the probe, i.e., 303°K. 

Ph. "Saturated Solutions 

All saturated solutions of solvent/MF (saturated) refer to saturated 

solutions prepared at 303°K. The concentrations of these solutions were 

not changed during all temperature variations studied. 
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Chapter III--Results and Discussion 

A. III nmr chemical shift measurements 

It has been well established that hydroxyl proton shifts are 

sensitive to H-bonding and the downfield shift due to H-bonding has been 

attributed mainly to the pulling of these protons away from their 

electronic environment by the electronegative acceptor atoms. Hence, 

many workers have correlated the IH nmr chemical shift measurements with 

the strength of the H-bond. 

Alkali metal fluorides were found to form very strong H-bonds with 

carboxylic acids 20,22,26 and the 8(OH) shift was found to depend on metal 

fl ·d . 26 uorl e concentratl0ns. VIe now report the effect of H-bonding on IH nmr 

chemical shift measurements in alkali metal fluoride-aliphatic diol systems. 

KF, RbF and CsF were found to dissolve in diols such as 1,2-ethanediol, 

1,2-propanediol etc., but no appreciable heat was evolved as was observed 

for carboxylic acid systems. 19 Tables 1 and 2 show the hydroxy proton 

shift of l,2-ethanediol and l,2-propanediol as a function of concentration 

of KF, RbF and CsF, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the -OH proton shift 

of zero molar to saturated solutions of KF in 1, 3-propane-:' and l.l,4-butane-

diols. In all cases, the OH proton shift increased with molarity of metal 

fluoride as expected. A plot of 8(OH) as a function of molarity of metal 

fluoride (Figs. 6 and 7) gave a linear relationship between chemical shift 

and fluoride concentration and hence indicates a possible correlation with 

the H-bond strength. Methyl, methylene and meth±ne proton-shifts were 

generally unaffected by the change in concentration of metal fluorides. 
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Table l. Hydroxy proton chemical shift of solutions of KF, RbF and CsF 
in 1,2-ethanediol 

Molarity of 8(OH)obs (ppm) 

metal fluoride KF/diol RbF/ dial CsF/diol 

0.00 5.20 5.20 5.20 

0.11 5.23 5.26 5.23 

0.22 5.25 5.28 5.26 

0.56 5.35 5.31 5.36 

1.11 5.38 5.38 5.43 

1. 67 5.45 5.50 5.55 

2.22 5.60 5.60 5.66 

2.78 5.71 5.68 5.76 

3.33 5.77 5.82 5.86 

saturated 6.13 6.64 6.90 
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Table 2. Hydroxy proton chemical shift of solutions of KF, RbF, CsF in 
1,2-propanedio1 

Molarity of 8(OH)obs (ppm) 

metal fluoride 
KF/dio1 RbF/dio1 CsF/dio1 

0.00 5.18 5.18 5.18 

0.11 5.18 5.18 5.18 

0.22 5.21 5.23 5.23 

0.56 5.27 5.31 5.30 

1.11 5.43 5.42 5.42 

1.67 5.56 5.58 5.61 

2.22 5.72 5.63 5.68 

2.78 5.85 5.72 5.80 

3.33 5.80 5.90 

saturated 5.93 6.14 6.77 
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Table 3. Hydroxy proton chemical shift of solutions of KF in 1,3-propane
diol and 1,4-butanediol. 

1,3-propanediol/KF 1,4-butanediol/KF 

Molarity of KF 8 (OH)obs (ppm) Ho1arity of KF 8(OH)obs (ppm) 

0.00 5.86 0.00 5.97 

0.09 5.88 0.11 6.02 

0.20 5.92 0.24 6.05 

0.51 6.01 saturated 6.10 

1.02 6.14 

saturated 6.14 
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Neat liquid diols are in a completely associated state and involve 

both intermolecular and intramolecular H-bonding (of the type O-H .•. O; 

hereafter described as OHO bond). Hence, addition of a solute like a metal 

fluoride disturbs the equilibrium existing between various polymers due to 

a new H-bond formation between fluoride anions and diol molecules (of the 

type O-H ..• F; hereafter called OHF bond). Thus, the observed proton 

chemical shift of the hydroxy protons (8(OH)obs) will have contributions 

from 'OHF t bonds in addition to the OHO bonds (inter- and intramolecular) 

already existing in it. We thus need a 'correction factor' to eliminate 

the contributions of OHO bonds from 8(OH) b to obtain the true chemical o s 

shift value of OHF bonds. 

Addition of neutral solvents like cyclohexane or CCl4 should cause a 

change in 8(OH)obs (breaking of H-bonding) which should vary linearly with 

concentration. A linear variation has been observed for acetic acid and 

this relationship was used to obtain 'correction factor' in acetic acid/ 

fluoride solutions. 26 

Unfortunately, solubility problems prevent the use of 'inert' solvents 

such as CCl4 or cyclohexane in case of diols; hence an absolute 'correction 

factor' could not be achieved. However, a value close to the absolute 

'correction factor' was obtained by using acetonitrile (CH3CN) as the 

solute because CH3CN forms only a weak H-bond with diols. Various other 

solutes tried were also found to form weak H-bonds with diols (Fig. 9). 

A linear variation of 8(OH)obs over the range of 0-8 molar was 

observed for CH3CN/I,2-ethanediol systems (Fig. 8), and this plot was used 

to correct the 8(OH) values obtained for fluoride/I,2-ethanediol solutions 

using the relationship. 
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8(OH)sol 5.20 ~ 0.05 M (20) 

, 'I hId f "d 26 S1m1 ar to t at emp oye or acet1c aC1 • 8(OH)sol is the 8(OH) observed 

for the bulk solvent and M is the molarity of the solute in diol. 

The 8(OH) observed for a fluoride solution in diols is the time 

averaged resonance of the diol protons in all environments. It has 

contributions from the bulk solvent effect as mentioned above and can be 

dealt with by equation (20). The second aspect is the cation solvating 

sphere. It is a minor factor at low concentrations but has a significant 

contribution at higher concentrations (see Fig. 6). This is perhaps 

because cation-size and hence solvation are significant at higher 

concentrations. The difference may also reflect ion pairing as it has 
20 

been shown that KF in acetic acid is extensively ion-paired above 0.1 molal, 

the smallest cations leading to tighter ion-pairs. 

The third, and most important, aspect which makes the largest 

contribution to the observed 8(OH) is the formation of a strong H-bond 

with fluoride anions. If we assume that all the dissolved F- ions are 

solvated and that the hydroxy proton under these conditions has a shift 

denoted by 8(OH)OHF' we can use the same weighted equation employed by 

Emsley and Clark for KF in acetic acid26 for 8(OH)obs' 

8(OH)obs = 8(OH)sol + a/b[8(OH)OHF - 8(OH)sol] * (21) 

* The equation is based on the assumption that each fluoride ion is 
H-bonded to two OH groups (bifurcated). 
Thus, equation (21) predicts a linear relationship between 8(OH)obs and 

concentration. 'a' and 'bY are the number of moles of F- and diol 

respectively. Figures 6 and 7 give linear plots in all cases and hence, 

equation (21) should be true for diols also. The slope of the curve thus 

gives 
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[o(OH)OHF - o(OH)sol]/b 

which enable us to evaluate o(OH)OHF according to equation (22). 

o (OH)OHF o (OH) + [SIO e [ ppm. ] x [ moles of diol I 
sol p molar1ty J 1000 ml J (22) 

,Table 4a reports the o(OH)OHF calculated using equation (22) for KF, RbF 

and CsF solutions in 1,2-ethanediol. 

Table 4a. 

Hetal fluoride o(OH)OHF (ppm) 

KF 8.10 

RbF 8.26 

CsF 8.58 

The deviation is ±O.l ppm. 

Table 4b gives the o(OH)OHF values for the metal fluoride solutions in 

1,2-ethanediol after applying the 'correction factor' according to 

equation (20) for H = 24.36 (no. of moles of CH3CN per kg). 

Table 4b. 

Hetal fluoride corrected o(OH)OHF (ppm) 

KF 6.88 

RbF 7.04 

CsF 7.36 

The deviation is ±O.l ppm. 
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The values of 8(OH)OHF in Table 4b indicate the 8(OH) shifts of 1,2-ethane-

diol due to H-bonding to F- ions. These values may not represent the 

exact H-bonding values for the following reasons: 

(1) The 'correction factor' according to equation (20) does not give the 

true value since CH3CN is not an inert solute in 1,2-ethanediol. 

(2) The cation solvating sphere is important and contributions from 

cation-size and ion pairing effects are quite significant. 

In spite of these flaws, the 8(OH)OHF values obtained give a very good 

approximation of the effect of strong H-bonding on the -OH chemical shift 

of 1,2-ethanediol. 

Cation size is a dominant factor in solubility of fluorides in diols. 

LiF is insoluble and NaF has only slight solubility in 1,2-ethanediol and 

hence they were not studied. According to Figure 6, the solubility 

increases as the size of the cation increases and hence, the molarity of 

saturation is greatest for CsF and least for KF. 

Table 5. Holarity at saturation of some alkali metal fluorides in 
1,2-ethanediol (from plot 6). 

Hetal fluoride Holarity at saturation 

KF 5.15 

RbF 7.73 

CsF 8.30 

Another observation was that the solubility of metal fluoride decreases as 

we move from lower to higher diols, though on the other hand, the slope 



of the curve as well as the 8(OH)OHF increases in the same order. 

Table 6. Molarity at saturation and 8(OH)OHF calculated for solutions 
of KF in some aliphatic diols. 

Diol Molarity at saturation 8 (OH)OHF* (ppm) 

1,2-ethanediol 5.15 8.10 

1,2-propanediol 3.25 8.20 

1,3-propanediol 1.00 9.54 

1,4-butanediol 0.35 9.97 

* these values are not corrected according to equation (20). 
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Table 6 perhaps indicates that in spite·.of the low solubility, stronger 

H-bonds may exist in 1,4-butanediol/F- than in 1,2-ethanediol/F- systems. 

The bulkier nature of 1,4-butanediol may be the reason for low solubility 

whereas in 1,2-ethanediol, the F- ions have a much greater chance to come 

in contact with OH protons, since there are more OH's per unit volume. 

These solubility data indicate that in diols the fluoride in the bulk 

liquid is surrounded by aggregated molecules rather than monosolvates. 

This is evident because the solubility of fluoride, if there were only 

monomer interaction, would approach at least 2 molecules of the diol for 

one fluoride ion. A similar argument has been put forward by Akitt for 

acetic acid fluoride solutions where the dimer or the polymer is the 

reacting substance and not the monomer in bulk liquid. l03 
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Effect of dilutions on 1,2-ethanediol 

H-bonding plays an important role in determining the solubility.l 

Since diols are in a completely associated state through H-bonding in bulk 

liquid, they tend to have very low solubility in non-polar solvents. 

'Inert' solvents such as CC14, CS2 etc. dissolve diols only up to 0.01 

molar concentrations. The solute-solvent interaction is not strong 

enough in these solvents to break the mutual attractions at higher 

concentration of diols. 

Table 7 reports change in chemical shift of the hydroxy proton of 

1,2-ethanediol in different solvents at various mole fractions. Figure 9 

illustrates the effect of dilution on self-association in 1,2-ethanediol. 

It is clear from Figure 9 that all the solvents tried do form H-bonds to 

diols at lower concentrations. The presence of these weaker bonds 

complicates any useful interpretation of the plot. However, Figure 9 

shows that acetonitrile forms the weakest H-bond to ethanediol among the 

solvents tried, and hence was used to obtain the "correction factor" 

according to equation 20. (Discussed earlier in this chapter). 

Existence of intramolecular H-bonding in diols in infinitely dilute 

100 
solutions has been reported • Since intramolecular H-bonding can exist 

even in the gaseous phase, we attempted to study 1,2-ethanediol in gaseous 

phase in order to get chemical shifts of both intramolecular H-bonded and 

free OH protons. The study proved encouraging, even though we got only 

a complicated crude spectrum. 

The spectrum was obtained with a lIB probe using the lH decoupling 

coil for IH observations at 373°K with an external D20 lock signal derived 

from the Bruker probe modified for external lock with a D20 sample and coil. 
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Table 7. Hydroxy proton chemical shift of 1,2-ethanedio1 in DMF, THF, 
p-dioxane, (CH3)2CO and CH3CN. 

Mole 8(OH)obs (ppm) 
fraction 
of dio1 DMF/dio1 THF/dio1 p-dioxane/ acetone/ CH3CN/dio1 

dio1 dio1 

1.0 5.20 5.20 5.20 5.20 5.20 

0.8 5.16 5.16 5.07 5.01 4.96 

0.6 5.01 5.06 4.88 4.37 4.70 J'~ 

0.4 4.82 4.96 4.57 4.49 4.40 

0.2 4.66 4.53 4.13 4.20 3.98 

0.1 4.53 4.23 3.51 3.52 



Table 8. Hydroxy proton chemical shift of solutions ·of THF, DMF and 
CH3CN in 1,2-ethanediol. 

Molarity 
of solute 

0.00 

0.50 

1.00 

2.00 

3.00 

4.00 

5.00 

8.00 

10.00 

THF/diol 

5.20 

5.21 

5.20 

5.18 

5.16 

5.14 

5.14 

5.04 

8(OH)obs (ppm) 

DMF/diol 

5.20 5.20 

5.21 5.20 

5.20 5.16 

5.16 5.10 

5.15 5.08 

5.11 5.00 

5.07 4.94 

5.00 4.82 

4.78 
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Two drops of neat 1,2-ethanediol were taken (to keep the level of the 

liquid well below the receiver coil) in a 10 mm nmr tube and the 

open end was sealed under vacuum. 

Both polymer and monomer peaks could be identified in the spectrum and 

we can assign unresolved peaks (a doublet) around 0.6 ppm (downfield of 

TMS) to the free and intramolecular R-bonded -OR proton resonance of the 

monomer. More conclusive evidence is required to report the chemical shift 

values of the monomer species. The drawbacks in our attempt were: 

(1) The temperature limitation of the instrument. The boiling point of 

1,2-ethanediol is ca. 469°K, but the maximum temperature we could 

achieve in our nmr spectrometer was only 423°K for the lIB probe. 

Because of this, we observed the wall of the tube was always covered 

with a thin coating of the liquid. This can be overcome if the 

instrument can be modified to raise the temperature up to 473°K or 

higher. 

(2) We did not use an internal reference compound. A TMS sample was first 

run and its resonance was set to zero. We immediately replaced the 

TMS sample. with the gas-phase sample and recorded the spectrum and 

chemical shift values. A better and more accurate method is to use 

gaseous methane or TMS as an internal reference. 

Since we could not experimentally measure the free-OR shift of 

1,2-ethanediol with accuracy, we used a calculated value of 0.34 ppm 
34 

(downfield to external TMS) for the free -OR shift in our calculations. 

Figure 10 compares the effect of strong R-bonding with fluoride anion 

and the breaking of self-association due to dilution of 1,2-ethanediol. 
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FIGURE 10. PLOT OF 5 (OH) VERSUS t10LAR ITY 
6A OF VARIOUS SOLUTES IN 1;2-ETHANEDIOL 
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Temperature dependence of H-bonding in fluoride solution of 1,2-ethanediol 

Temperature dependency of H-bonds of associated molecules has been 

104 
reported by many workers. It is an established fact that either 

dilution with 'inert' solvents or raising the temperature causes breaking 

of H-bonds resulting in the hydroxy proton shift moving to higher field. 32 

We have observed a similar effect with fluoride ion H-bonded to 1,2-ethane-

diol (see Table 9). 

Figure 11 is a plot of 8(OH)obs versus temperature of 5.15 molar 

solutions of KF and CH3 CN in 1, 2-ethanediol and neat 1, 2-ethanediol. The 

plot shows linear correlations for both neat and CH3CN-diol systems. For 

KF-diol systems, 8(OH)obs is temperature independent below ca. 3l3°K while 

above this temperature we get the expected linear dependence. Below room 

temperature, this 8(OH) b 10 K independence suggests a complete solvation o s 

of all dissolved fluoride ions. 

Since near the freezing point a completely H-bonded state is realized 

34 for diols in the pure liquid state, we also assumed a completely-H-bonded 

stl.ate between fluoride anions and diols around 273°K. Thus, 8(OH)obs at 

273 can be represented by 8(OHF)273 for KF-diol system and 8(OHO)273 for 

ne'at diol. [8 (OHF) here merely represents the chemical shift value 

involving OHF, OHO (both inter- and intramolecular), H-bonds and free OH 

of monomer. Similarly, 8(OHO) has contributions from polymer and monomer 

shifts. 8(OHF) should not be confused with 8(OH)OHF discussed previously 

which represents the actual fluoride-diol H-bond shift.] 

From Figure 11, it is possible to estimate the fraction of 'free' 

fluoride ion in fluoride-diol systems at any given temperature using 

equation (23). 
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Table 9. Hydroxy proton shift of neat 1,2-ethanedio1, 5.15 molar solutions 
of KF and CHgCN in 1,2-ethanedio1 as a function of temperature. 

273 

283 

293 

303 

313 

323 

333 

343 

353 

1,2-ethanedio1 
(neat) 

6.07 

5.50 

5.38 

5.19 

5.07 

4.91 

4.71 

4.61 

4.42 

8(OH)obs (ppm) 

1,2-ethanediol/KF 
(5.15 M) 

6.04 

6.15 

6.07 

6.13 

6.04 

5.99 

5.85 

5.78 

5.71 

1,2-ethanediol/CHgCN 
(5.15 H) 

5.09 

4.93 

4.77 

4.60 

4.55 
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percentage 'free = [ 
o(ORF)273 - o(ORF)r 

o(ORF)T - o(ORO)T 
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(23) 

In fluoride-diol solution, an equilibrium according to equation (24) will 

be set up and the observed chemical shift will be the time-averaged value 

of both fluoride-bonded and free diol (which includes inter- and intra-

molecular and free OR shifts). 

F- + diol = (F .•. diol)- + diol (24) 

and 

*K' = [F: .. diol] /[F-] (25) 

* K' ' the equilibrium constant for association is based on concentrations 

rather than the activities because the charges on both sides are the same 

and the variation of K with concentration is small and is neglected. A 

similar approach to this matter has been given by Clark 
26 

and Emsley. 

Thus, knowing the concentration or fraction of fluoride R-bonded to diol 

and the concentration or fraction of free fluoride at a given temperature, 

we can estimate the equilibrium constant for association (K') at that 

particular temperature. The concentration or fraction of free fluoride 

and the concentration or fraction of fluoride R-bonded to diol can be 

calculated with the aid of the equation (23) and knowledge of the total 

number of moles of fluoride present at saturation. Thus, equation 25 

becomes 

K' 5.15 - 5.15x 
5.15x 

where x = the fraction of free F-. 

(25b) 
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The equilibrium constants (Kassoc) thus obtained for a 5.15 molar 

solution of KF in 1,2-ethanediol at various temperatures are listed in 

Table 10. Then values are obtained using c(OHO) values of neat 1,2-ethane

diol. vJe also obtained a second set of Kassoc' s based on c (OHO) values of 

5.15 molar solution of CH3CN in 1,2-ethanediol. These values are reported 

in Table 11. Since Kassoc is related to change in enthalpy on association 

according to equation (26) 

.Q,n K -~H/RT + constant (26) 

a plot of .Q,n K versus reciprocal temperature should yield ~H for association. 

Figure 12 shows such a plot for fluoride/l,2-ethanediol systems which 

yielded ~H values (for association) ca. -(37 ± 5) kJ mol-1 (from curve B) 

and ca.-(38 ± 5) kJ mol-1 (from curve A) based on equilibrium constants 

from Table 10 and Table 11 respectively. The two ~Hvalues are the same 

within experimental error and thus no major error is introduced by the 

approximation used in calculating free fluoride. Though K's may not be 

absolute, ~ H's are insensitive. 

A similar treatment of neat diol data also provided equilibrium 

constant (Kassoc) as a function of temperature. In neat diols, at any given 

temperature, we assume there is an equilibrium set up between polymers and 

monomers as shown by equation (27). 

monomers + polymers polymers (27) 

Polymers represent all species except monomers because at any given 



Table 10. Equilibrium constants for association (K') of f1uoride/ 
1,2-ethanedio1 system at various temperatures 

<5(OHF)obs 

303 0.0033 6.10 

323 0.0031 5.98 

333 0.0030 5.88 

343 0.0029 5.78 

353 0.0028 5.67 

363 0.0027 5.57 

373 0.0026 5.47 

* of neat 1,2-ethanedio1 

Table 11. Equilibrium constants 
1,2-ethanedio1 system at various 

Temp 
(OK) 

l/T oK <5 (OHF)obs 

303 0.0033 6.10 

323 0.0031 5.98 

333 0.0030 5.88 

343 0.0029 5.78 

353 0.0028 5.67 

363 0.0027 5.57 

373 0.0026 5.47 

<5 (OHO) b ,", 
o S 

5.22 

4.90 

4.74 

4.58 

4.41 

4.26 

4.10 

for association 
temperatures. 

<5 (OHO)obst 

4.93 

4.63 

4.49 

4.34 

4.20 

4.05 

3.90 

.!. of 5.15 molar CH3CN in 1,2-ethanedio1 I 

percent 
F-
free 

0 

11.11 

19.30 

26.67 

34.13 

40.46 

45.99 

K' 

8.00 

4.18 

2.75 

1.93 

1.47 

1.17 

(Kf) of f1uoride/ 

percent Kf 
F-
free 

0 

8.89 10.25 

15.82 5.32 

22.22 3.50 

29.25 2.42 

34.87 1.87 

40.13 1.49 
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temperature, it is not possible to distinguish higher polymers from dimers 

36 similar to the case in mono-alcohols. Rence 

K" lim (28) 

where m is the concentration of the monomer species. Thus, the fraction of 

the monomer at a given temperature gives us the K" at that temperature. 

Figure 11 (plot of neat 1,2-ethanediol) and the free OR shift of the 

monomer (0.34 ppm downfield of external Tl1S) enables us to evaluate the 

monomer fraction using equation (29). 

Fraction of monomer [ 
8(ORO)273 - 8(ORO)T J 

8(ORO)273 - om 
(29) 

Plot 12 (curve c) also yielded a. ~R for association of ca. -(18 ± 5) kJ mol-1 

for diol-diol R-bond in 1,2-ethanediol. 

In a bulk protic solvent such as 1,2-ethanediol, protic molecules 

released on breaking of F- .•• RO bonds are immediately R-bonded with other 

protic molecules. The rate of change of the equilibrium must be affected 

by both processes. 

F- .•. RO = F- + RO- (endothermic) 

-OR + RO- = RO ... OR (exothermic) 

~R (measured) = ~R (F ••• HO) - ~R(OR ... 0) (30) 

Thus, the true ~R for association of 1,2-ethanediol R-bonded to 

fluoride anion is the sum of ~H obtained for F-/diol system and diol/diol 
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Table 12. Equilibrium constants for association (K ) of neat 
1,2-ethanedio1 at various temperatures. 

assoc 

Temp. 
(OK) liT (OK) 8 (OHO)obs Honomer Kif 9,n K" 

fractions 

273 0.0036 5.70 

283 0.0035 5.54 0.030 33.50 3.51 

293 0.0034 5.38 0.060 16.75 2.82 

303 0.0033 5.22 0.090 11.17 2.41 

313 0.0032 5.06 0.119 8.38 2 .l3 

323 0.0031 4.90 0.149 6.70 1. 90 

333 0.0030 4.74 0.179 5.58 1.72 

343 0.0029 4.58 0.209 4.79 1.57 

353 0.0028 4.41 0.241 4.16 1.42 

363 0.0027 4.26 0.269 3.72 1.31 

373 0.0026 4.10 0.299 3.35 1.21 
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system. Hence, the true ~HO(association) for fluoride-l,2-ethanediol is 

ca. 55 ± 5 kJ mol-I (curve B + C) - ~HI 

ca. 56 ± 5 kJ mol-I (curve A + C) - ~H2 

This value is far less than that obtained for carboxylic acid-fluoride 

H-bond (ca. 122 kJ mol-1--from ir studies)20,25 and is slightly smaller 

than that reported for phenol/fluoride (ca. 62 ± 5 kJ mol-I) and catechol/ 

fluoride (ca. 63 ± 5 kJ mol-I) systems,105 but is certainly greater than 

that of most of the typical H-bonds (ca. 12-42 kJ mol-I). Figure 12 

indicates the curving tendency of all plots at lower temperature, but the 

coefficient of correlation (using a least square fitting routine on a 

Wang 2200 computer) was found to be 0.98 for all the curves. The tendency 

of deviation from linearity shows the more complex and less understood 

behaviour of the system and perhaps indicates the deviation from ideality 

(possible participation of species such as HF, HF2) and slight temperature 

dependency of ~H. 

Use of those values of equilibrium constants from Table 10 in 

equations (31) and (32) permits us to calculate changes in free energy (~G) 

and changes in entropy (~S) values for the fluoride/l,2-ethanediol systems. 

Similarly, Table 13 also shows the calculated ~G's and ~S's for diol-diol 

systems. 

~S 

-RT ~n K 

~H - ~G 

T 

(31) 

(32) 
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These ~S values are of similar magnitude to those of the complexes having 

strong H-bonds. Typical H-bonds have ~S = +(50-70) J oK mol-1 106 while 

acetic acid/KF system has ~S = +357 J oK mol-1 • 26 The positive value for 

acid-fluoride systems is obtained for dissociation in CHC13 whereas the 

negative value reported for diol-fluoride systems is for association. 

Since tighter bonding means a more 'organized' complex, we should expect 

a large ~So value for a large ~Ho. 

In general, our IH nmr studies show that a strong H-bond is formed 

between fluoride anion and diol molecules, which is stronger than most of 

the typical H-bonds so far reported but not as strong as those reported 

for carboxylic acid/fluoride systems or bifluoride ions. 
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Table 13. Calculated change in free energy and entropy for neat 
1,2-ethanediol and fluoride/l,2-ethanediol systems at different temperatures. 

b.G kJ mol-1 

F-/diol diol/diol diol/dio12 

323 -5.6 -5.1 -97 -40 

333 -4.0 -4.8 -99 -40 

343 -3.0 -4.5 -99 -39 

353 -2.0 -4.2 -99 -39 

363 -1.2 -4.0 -99 -39 

373 -0.5 -3.8 -98 -38 

1 -b.H used is 37 ± 5 kJ mol-1 

2 -b.H used is 18 ± 5 kJ mol-1 

Error in b.G ±0.5 kJ mol-1 

Error in b.S = ±20 J °K-l mol-l 
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B. 19F nmr Chemical Shift measurements 

There are reports in the literature concerning the change in 19F 

chemical shifts as the equilibrium shifts between H-bonded and non-bonded 

species. 5l ,109 We now report the 19F chemical shift at various molar 

concentrations of alkali metal fluorides in 1,2-ethanediol (Table 14), 

acetic acid (Table 15) and water (Table 16). 

1,2-Ethanediol-metal fluoride concentration plot (Fig. 15) shows a 

general trend for a downfield shift as the concentration of metal fluoride 

increases. Similar trends were observed for H20/MF systems also (Fig. 15). 

On the other hand, AcOH/~~ systems behave differently; the chemical shift 

moving to highfield at higher fluoride concentration except for CsF which 

shows a downfield shift beyond ca. 3.0 molar (Fig. 14). 

Since 19F chemical shifts can be considered as reflecting in part a 

range of increasing ionic character from covalent F for downfield (i.e., 

F2 ----+ F-), the increasing downfield shift in diol/~1F and H20/MF shifts 

can be considered in terms of increasing polarization of fluoride ions 

(i.e., increasing covalent and paramagnetic characters). Thus, the 

highfield shift in AcOH/MF systems indicates a system more ionic in nature. 

Both formic acid/KF and propionic acid/KF systems also behave as the acetic 

acid system (Fig. 16). The plots also indicate that in all systems 

studied, the cations make significant contributions to the shift, 

especially at higher concentration. 

Generally, there is more variability with heavier cations which is 

consistent with extensive ion-pairing. The chemical shift-concentration 

plot shows that: 
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Table 14. 19F chemical shift values of solutions of KF, RbF and CsF in 
HOCH2CH20H 

With KF With RbF H"ith CsF 

Molarity o (ppm) Ho1arity o (ppm) Molarity o (ppm) 

0.52 30.14 0.79 30.85 0.87 31.39 

1.04 30.40 1.60 31. 73 1. 75 31.63 

2.09 30.43 3.19 34.29 3.51 33.17 

3.13 30.53 4.79 36.27 5.25 34.81 

4.17 30.59 6.39 39.68 7.01 37.05 

5.21 30.51 7.98 41.92 8.76 39.73 



Table 15. 

NaF-CHgCOOH 

Molarity 

0.12 

0.25 

0.50 

0.75 

1.00 

1.24 

19F chemical shift values of solutions of NaF, KF, RbF and CsF in acetic acid. 

·.KF-CHgCOOH RbF-CHgCOOH CsF-CHgCOOH 

(ppm) Molarity (ppm) Molarity (ppm) Molarity 

40.30 0.51 45.80 0.53 45.18 0.74 

40.51 1.01 45.10 1.05 42.91 1.47 

40.20 2.02 44.34 2.11 41.69 2.95 

39.21 3.03 43.28 3.16 40.36 4.42 

38.38 4.05 41.79 4.22 39.39 5.89 

37.23 5.06(sat) 40.30 5.27 38.53 7.36 

(ppm) 

47.42 

44.89 

44.76 

44.99 

45.72 

46.58 

-...... 
o 



Table 16. 

NaF-H20 

Holarity 

1.01 

2.01 

4.02 

6.03 

8.04 

10.05 

19F chemical shift values of solutions of NaF, KF, RbF and CsF in water. 

KF-H20 RbF-H2° CsF-H20 

8 (ppm) Ho1arity 8 (ppm) Ho1arity o (ppm) Ho1arity 

45.72 1.59 46.30 1.25 46.79 2.42 

45.80 3.18 46.53 2.50 46.92 4.83 

45.74 6.36 46.69 5.00 48.36 9.66 

45.65 9.53 46.64 6.12 49.37 14.50 

45.54 12.71 46.11 10.00 50.39 19.33 

45.52 15.89 45.28 12.50 49.35 24.16 

o (ppm) 

47.73 

48.72 

51.82 

54.92 

59.19 

63.73 

'-J 
I-' 
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(i) H-bonding effects, 

(ii) cation and ion-pairing effects, and 

(iii) equilibria involving various species 

all contribute to the 19F chemical shift. These effects cannot be 

separated and hence the 19F shifts cannot be directly correlated to H-bond 

strength. Thus the plots have to be extrapolated to infinite dilution. 

Then we might expect the complexed fluoride anions to be most likely free 

from any cation interferences. Therefore, the 8(19F) at infinite dilutions 

was considered as a possible probe of the H-bond strength. 

The 8(19F) value of certain aliphatic diols, carboxylic acids and 
00 

water-metal fluoride systems are given in Table 17. 

Table 17. 19F chemical shift at infinite dilution of metal fluorides in 
diols, carboxylic acids and water. 

Compound 819 (F) 
00 

(in ppm) 

NaF KF RbF CsF 

1,2-ethanediol 30.2 29.6 30.8 

1,3-propanediol 26.3 27.0 26.7 

1,4-butanediol 29.1 30.0 31.3 

formic acid 29.8 

acetic acid 40.7 46.6 44.0 45.4 

propionic acid 49.6 

water 45.8 46.0 46.3 46.9 

Comparing Figures 13, 14 and 15 and 8(F) values in Table 17, only the 
00 

acetic acid/NaF systems show significant cation effect at infinite 
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dilution which is less prominent in dio1s and H2 0/MF systems. A possible 

explanation of cation dependency in AcOH/MF systems at very low concentration 

is the better solvating property of acetic acid for some sort of ion-pairing. 

The acid carbonyl is a good coordinating site for cations and its influence 

exists even at very low fluoride ion concentration, reflecting its 

apparent stability. 

(An examp1e'of a solvent separated ion-pair of the type postulated by 

Akitt103) 

Since neither water nor dio1s have a carbonyl group, this may explain 

why 8(19F) is more independent of cations in these systems. At infinite 
00 

dilutions, it is also possible to have the ~ ion independently solvated 

by water or dio1 molecules rather than as an ion-pair. But as we 

increase the MF concentration, the inter-ionic interaction increases, 

permitting the cations and F- ions to come closer via ion-

pairing, perhaps accounting in part for the observed effects on 8(19F). 

The net effect may account for the different.' shape of the curves for acetic 

acid compared to those for the water and dial systems. Based on Table 17 

relating 8(19F) to H-bond strength in general is not valid. For a fixed 
00 
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cation (say KF), HCOOH/KF system has lower o(19F) values than AcOH/KF 
00 

systems, though the former forms stronger H-bonds, i.e., downfie1d shift 

is not a simple reflection of H-bond strength. It is probably not correct 

to assume that, at infinite dilution, there is only one fluoride ion per 

molecule of acid, dio1 or water. It is very unlikely that H20/MF systems 

have stronger H-bonding than AcOH/UF systems even though H20/MF systems 

have higher (more downfie1d) o(19F) values. 
00 

Although water is a poorer 

electron acceptor than RC02H, it is possible to place more than one 

molecule around F-. Hence, at infinite dilution each F- ion is probably 

surrounded by several water molecules causing a greater deshie1ding effect. 

This type of solvation is not that successful in acids or dio1s. Secondly, 

even though an individual RC02H ..• F will have a greater deshie1ding effect 

on F- than an individual HOH ... F, at infinite dilution, owing to larger 

size, there are fewer acceptors around F- in AcOH than in H20, causing less 

decrease in the F- effective charge and thus its shielding. 

Since increasing downfie1d shift has been considered as reflecting 

increasing covalent character of F-, an explanation of the highfield 

shifting with concentration, in carboxylic acid systems (Fig. 16), may be 

the increasing ionic character of F-. Thus for a particular type of 

compound (say carboxylic acids) and for a fixed cation (say K+), o(19F) 
00 

values perhaps indicate the ionic/covalent character of the bound F-

ions in those systems. Thus, the fluoride ions may have more ionic 

character in HCOOH/KF systems than in AcOH/KF or C2HsCOOH/KF systems. It 

has been reported that in HCOOH/KF systems, o(19F) has contributions 
. 00 

mainly from F- and HF in dilute solutions and at higher concegtrations 

HF2 and (HF)n probably also contribute. 109 These o(19F) values 
00 
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Table 18. 19F chemical shift of solutions of KF in formic acid and 
propionic acid. 

HCOOH/KF CH3CH2COOH/KF 

Molarity of KF 8(19F)obs (ppm) Molarity of KF 8(19F)obs (ppm) 

1.69 29.60 0.23 48.80 

3.37 30.43 0.45 48.41 

6.75 29.81 0.90 47.34 

10.12 28.14 saturated 42.65 

13.50 25.95 

saturated 24.05 
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indicate basically the same amount of covalent character of F- in all 

diol/HF systems. 

Temperature dependence of 19F chemical shifts 

In the previous chapter we established the temperature dependency of 

H-bonding with the ,aid of IH nmr chemical shift measurements. vJe also 

have observed the equilibrium between free diol and diol H-bonded to 

fluoride ion and have calculated thermodynamic parameters such as ~Ho, 

~GO ,~SO etc. using IH nmr chemical shift measurements (di.scussed elsewhere). 

We now attempt to correlate" the temperature dependence of 19F chemical 

shift to the equilibrium between free fluoride ions and H-bonded fluoride 

ions and report the calculated thermodynamic parameters. 

As in IH nmr calculations, we assume that 19F chemical shift at 273°K 

(8(F)273) approaches the chemical shift value of completely solvated F-

ions. Deverall et al. 's calculated value of ca. 112 ppm high field to 

C6F6ll0 has been taken as the chemical shift of free F- ions (8(F)free F-). 

Based on these assumptions, we obtained fraction of free F- ions at any 

given temperature using equation (33). 

Fraction of free F- ions (33) 
8(F)273 - 8(F)free F-

where 8(F)T is the observed ~9F shift at a given temperature. 

For both systems, the following equilibrium will be set up: 

-OH + (F ••• H)- = F- + HO- (34) 
n (1 - x) x (x + n) 
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Here, also like IH NMR measurements, the concentrations of diol or acid 

can be ignored since they are bulk solvents in the normal sense 

as is observed in IH spectra where R-OH free and bonded were averaged. 

The F-:diol ratio is large enough to omit the diol or acid concentrations 

in equation (34). Thus, 

(1 - x) /x (35) 

Treating those values from Figure 17 for 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems we 

obtained a series of equilibrium constants (K"') for association (reported 

in Table 20) and a ~H (for association) of ca. -(17 ± 5) kJ mol-I. The 

plot of £n K versus l/T (Fig. 18) is linear above room temperature. Below 

303°K, it starts to deviate from linearity. The point. at 283°K has 

been omitted in evaluating the above ~H value. A similar treatment of 

the HCOOH/KF system gave a ~H (for association) of ca. -(58 ± 5) kJ mol-I 

(see Table 22). ~Ho (for association) obtained for 1,2-ethanediol/KF 

systems is not the same deduced from IH nmr measurements 

(-~H = 37 ± 5 kJ mol-I). Comparing I9F chemical shift measurements at various 

concentrations of all systems, we can say in general terms that larger 

cations cause additional deshielding (Cs+, Rb+) and smaller ones (Na+) 

cause shielding with a nice balance at K+. Hence, we can assume that 

cation and ion-pairing effeC'ts are very small with KF. 
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Figure 19. Ln K(assoc) versus reciprocal temperature plot of 

HCOOH/KF (sat) systems. 

Figure 18. Ln K(assoc) versus reciprocal temperature plot of 

1,2-ethanediol/KF (sat) systems. 
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Table 19. 19F chemical shift of saturated solution of KF in HCOOH and 
1,2-ethanedio1 as a function of temperature. 

85 

HCOOH + KF(sat) 1,2-ethanedio1 + KF(sat) 

303 23.01 29.55 

313 21.34 29.20 

323 20.27 28.88 

333 19.23 28.58 

343 18.39 28.31 

353 17.82 28.07 

363 27.83 

373 16.62 27.61 



Table 20. Calculated Kill (chemical equilibrium constant), ~G (change in free energy), ~s (change in 
entropy) for 1,2-ethanedio1/KF systems at different temperature (from 19F nmr measurements). 

T (OK) l/T (OK) 8l9 (F) obs 
a Fraction K" I b Jl.n K ~G ~S c 

(ppm) of free F- (kJ morl ) (J °K-:l mo1-l ) 

273 0.0036 30.3 

283 0.0035 30.1 0.0014 137.70 4.93 -12 -17 
293 0.0034 29.8 0.0035 54.48 4.00 -10 -24 
303 0.0033 29.5 0.0056 33.67 3.52 -9 -26 
313 0.0032 29.2 0.0077 24.22 3.19 -8 -29 
323 0.0031 29.0 0.0091 20.34 3.01 -8 -28 

333 0.0030 28.7 0.0112 16.34 2.79 -8 -27 

343 0.0029 28.4 0.0134 13.49 2.60 -7 -29 

353 0.0028 28.2 0.0148 12.12 2.50 -7 -28 

363 0.0027 27.9 0.0169 10.49 2.35 -7 -28 

373 0.0026 27.6 0.0190 9.22 2.22 -7 -27 

a from plot 17 

b based on equations 

where 8(F)OHF = 8(F)273* 

8(F)free F- = -112 ppm (highfield to CSF6) Ref.: 110. 

c -~H ----+ ~ 17 kJ mo1-l 

Error in ~G ±1.0 kJ mol-I. Error in ~S ±20 J °K-lmol-l • 00 
0'\ 



Table 21. Calculated K~~soc' ~G and ~S for HCOOH/KF system at different temperatures (from 19F nmr 
measurements). 

T (OK) l/T (OK) 

273 0.0036 

283 0.0035 

293 0.0034 

303 0.0033 

313 0.0032 

323 0.0031 

333 0.0030 

343 0.0029 

353 0.0028 

363 0.0027 

373 0.0026 

a from plot 17 

b based on equations 

O(19F) a 
(ppm) obs 

25.9 

24.9 

23.8 

22.7 

21. 7 

20.7 

19.6 

18.5 

17.4 

16.3 

15.3 

where o(F)OHF = o(F)273 and 

Fraction 
of free F-

0.007 

0.015 

0.023 

0.031 

0.038 

0.046 

0.054 

0.062 

0.070 

0.077 

o(F)free F- = -112 ppm (highfield to C6 F6) 

c -~H :>: 58 kJ mo1-1 

K"" b 

7.47 

2.95 

1.58 

0.91 

0.56 

0.29 

0.10 

Ref. : 110 

Error in ~G = ±1.5 kJ mol-I. Error in ~S = ±22 J °K-l mo1-1 . 

,Q,n K ~G ~s c 

kJ mor l J °re1 mo1- l 

+2,,01 -4.7 -188 

+1.08 -2.6 -189 

+0.46 -1.2 -187 

-0.09 +0.2 -186 

-0.58 +1.6 -185 

-1.24 +3.4 -184 

-2.30 +6.6 -188 

00 
'-l 
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In order to know more about H-F coupling in fluoride H-bonded 

complexes, we did a preliminary examination of BuI}NF/acetylacetone systems 

(hereafter BNF(acac~ using 19F nmr, in different aprotic deuterated 

solvents, at low temperatures. The stability of the complex was found to 

depend on the solvent and in all cases decomposes after 2-3 hours. 

In CDC13 and CD2C12' the 19F chemical shifts and coupling constants 

strongly suggest the presence of HF2 (8(19F)obs = 6.2 ppm downfield 

relative to C6F6 and J ~ 125 Hz at 253°K in CDC13 and 8(19 F) = 11.5 ppm 

n the HF2 may have been formed in the preparation of the BU4NF used to make 

the Hacac solvate. In CDC13 at 253°K in addition to the doublets of HF2", 

two very broad peaks (probably a doublet) separated by -444 Hz were also 

observed (8 (1 9F) obs ~ 24 ppm downfield with respect to C6 F6) . If ~,oJe 

assume these to be a doublet, then the coupling constant (J) of 444 Hz 

corresponds to that of IJH_F in hydrogen fluoride III but the chemical 

shift does not. 8(19F) of HF appears ca. 23 ppm highfield relative to 

C6F6; almost 40 ppm from our observed 444 Hz doublet. In CD2C12 at and 

below 253°K, the spectrum shows a variety of peaks around 25.0 ppm 

Cd f · Id . h C F) 'f' 1 I III . b bl own Le WLt respect to 6 6' l'LartLn et ~ s suggestLon pro a y 

explains the presence of all these peaks. Accordingly, the complex 

decomposes in these solvents to produce species like HF2, HF, FHCl- etc. 
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All these peaks were observed to move to highfield on increasing the 

temperature. 

Our study of this complex in CD3CN seemed more informative. Only 

one species was observed in this solvent whose chemical shift is very much 

temperature dependent (see Table 22). tve were able to resolve the 

coupling at 253°K (J ~ 380 Hz). We could not go below this temperature 

because of solidification problems. Since Jmax for H-F coupling are 

reported at 233°K, a Jmax ~ 400 Hz seems reasonable for a strong O-H ••• F-

H-bond in BNF(acac) system, and if so, it corresponds to neither that of 

HF nor;HF2'. 

Table 22. 19F nmr data of Bu~NF/acetylacetone in CD3CN at different 
temperatures. 

Temperature 8 (19F) obs 
1 IJH_F 

2 

(OK) (ppm) (Hz) 

253 19.1 380 

258 18.4 343 

263 18.2 287 

268 17.6 

273 17.0 

303 14.0 

323 13 .3 

1 
relative to external C6F6 

2 
approximate values only 

Two possible suggestions can be put forward: 
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(1) Assuming the system existing as BunNF ..• H-acac, the coupling 

constant at 253°K represents H-F coupling through [F- ... H] H-bond. A large 

change in chemical shift value (ca. 5.0 ppm) between 253 and 303°K perhaps 

supports this theory. Bifluoride ions (HF2) were found to change only ca. 

3.0 ppm in the temperature range of 243_307°K. lll 

(2) The second suggestion is that we are observing an equilibrium 

shown below: 

2BueNF(Hacac) ;[=,==~" BueNHF2" + BueN(acac) + H(acac) (36) 

At higher temperature (above 273°K) the right hand side is favoured. Thus, 

at 253°K, the coupling seen is. due to [H ... F-] H-bond in the systems with 

the left hand side of equation (36) being favoured. However, the chemical 

shift value does not support this because the HF2 has a chemical shift of 

9.7 ppm downfield relative to C6F6 at 307°K. lll 

Though our preliminary studies of BNF(acac) systems did not yield any 

definitive evidence of the nature of the H-bonded species, it did not 

exclude a possible H-F coupling due to strong H-bonding. A more detailed 

study is required before making any conclusive remarks. In this respect, 

it would be worthwhile to look into systems such as the carboxylic acids

BunNF complexes. These systems, unlike acid/~~ systems can probably be 

studied at 240 0 K in aprotic solvents and there is the possibility of 

obtaining information regarding H-F coupling. Great precautions will have 

to be taken to minimize HF2 formation in the preparation of the ~NF. 
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Table 23. 19F data of fluoride and bifluoride 

Species T o{19F)obs* IJH_F Solvent Reference 
(OK) (ppm) (Hz) 

HF 233 -23.0 476 CH3CN 106 

HF2: 243 +11. 7 120 CH3CN 106 

unknown 253 +19.1 380 CTI3CN This work 

* relative to external C6F6 (see Chapter II). 
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C. 13C Dillr Chemical Shift Measurements 

The effects of H-bonding on 13C chemical shifts have been a subject of 

interest since the development of PFT mfR. Significant changes in 

carbonyl carbon shifts due to H-bonding have been reported. 53 Its 

influence on 13C shift in chloroform has been shown by Lichter and Robert. 112 

We have examined the effect of H-bonding on 13C chemical shifts in 

systems such as diol/KF and carboxylic acid/KF, among others. No 

appreciable change has been observed in 13C shifts of diols/KF or 

methanol/KF systems (Table 24). On the other hand, 13C shifts of the 

carboxylic acid/KF systems show significant changes due to H-bonding to 

fluoride ions (Table 25). Surprisingly, carbonyl carbons which are closer 

to H-bonds show upfield shifts while protonated carbons move downfield 

relative to neat acids. This effect is the opposite to that reported by 

55 56 56 
others.' According to }fuciel and Ruben, ' carbonyl carbon shift moves 

to highfield in aprotic solvents and to downfield in pro tic solvents. 

Since these dowrtfield shifts of carbonyl carbons are interpreted in terms 

of increasing polarization of the C;O bond due to H-bonding, we have to 

understand that an H-bonding with fluoride ion causes an increasing 

negative charge around C=O bonds. Thus, while weak, typical H-bonds 

deshield the carbonyl carbon, very strong H-bonds such as O-H ... F- cause 

an additional shielding. This strongly supports the explanation put forward 

by Clark and Millerl13 that this H-bond directs electrons from fluoride 

anions to the organic part of the complex and is consistent with the 

nucleophilicity which they observed in synthetic reactions. 



Table 24. I3C Chemical shifts of diols and HeOR as neat and as a 
saturated solution of KF. 

I3 C chemical shift (ppm) 

I3CR3 I3CR20H I3CHOR I3CR2 

1,2-ethanediol (neat) 63.42 

1,2-ethanediol + KF (sat) 63.48 

M +0.06 

1,2-propanediol (neat) 19.17 67.62 68.23 

1,2-propanediol + KF (sat) 19.42 67.74 68.23 

M +0.25 +0.12 +0.00 

1,4-butanediol (neat) 61.84 29.15 

1,4-butanediol + KF (sat) 61.84 29.21 

M +0.00 +0.06 

methanol (neat) 48.39 

methanol + KF (sat) 48.45 

M +0.06 
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Table 25. I3C chemical shift of carboxylic acids as neat liquids and saturated with KF. 

Acid 
I3C chemical shift 0 (ppm) 

I3 COOH I3 CH2 COOH I3CH2CH2COOH 

formic acid (neat) 165.97 

formic acid + KF (sat) 167.56 

M +1.59 

acetic acid (neat) 177.23 

acetic acid + KF (sat) 176.32 

M -0.91 

propionic acid (neat) 180.76 26.66 

proprionic acid + KF (sat) 179.30 27.57 

M -1.46 +0.91 

n-butyric acid (neat) 179.91 35.36 17.65 

n-butyric acid + KF (sat) 178.45 36.46 18.26 

M -1.46 +1.10 +0.61 

l3 CH3 

:1,.9.29 

20.45 

+1.16 

7.79 

8.64 

+0.85 

12.66 

13.15 

+0.49 

\.0 
-I>-



All protonated carbons of these carboxylic acids including that of 

formic acid (which has a protonated carbonyl carbow showed downfield 

shifts in the presence of dissolved KF. The reason for the deshielding 

of the protonated carbons in these systems could not be explained and 

needs further investigation. 
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A most unusual observation from 13C chemical shift measurements was 

the intensity enhancement of the carbonyl carbons of these carboxylic 

acids due to H-bonding to fluoride ion. Generally, non-protonated carbons 

have low intensity because of long relaxation time and little or no NOE in 

the absence of directly bonded hydrogens. Surprisingly, carbonyl carbons 

of neat carboxylic acids themselves show relatively high intensity 

compared to other non-protonated carbonyl carbons in systems such as 

acetone, acetic anhydride etc. This is further enhanced by dissolving KF 

in the acids and the carbonyl intensity sometimes exceeds even that of 

some of the protonated carbons (Fig. 20, Table 26). A dilute solution of 

these neat acids in m1F (unknown concentrations) shows a decrease in the 

carbonyl carbon intensity with respect to methyl carbon whereas in fluoride 

solutions it either equals or exceeds that of methyl carbons (see Table 

26). These results show that there is an increase in intensity of 

carbonyl carbons which apparently arises due to H-bonding and the 

order of magnitude should be investiga~ed as a possible measure of the 

strength of the bond. 
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Table 26. 13 C spectra of carboxylic acids as neat liquids and saturated solution of KF and in DMF~ 

13 C Intensities l 

13 COOH 13CH2COOH 13CH2CH2COOH 13 CH3 13col13CH3 

formic acid (neat) 128.16 

formic acid + KF (sat) 72 .01 

AcOH (neat) 34.90 100.71 0.35 

AcOH + KF (sat) 194.30 205.83 0.94 

AcOH + DHF 14.57 39.30 0.37 

Propionic acid (neat) 22.71 65.38 60.39 0.38 

Propionic acid + KF (sat) 77.52 84.06 45.28 1. 71 

Propionic acid + DMF 20.66 83.98 81.63 0.25 

n-butyric acid (neat) 38.01 87.30 70.37 52.15 0.73 

n-butyric acid + KF (sat) 141.34 112 .• 00 124.60 86.61 1.63 

n-butyric acid + DMF 45.78 265.73 251.18 209.34 0.22 

* unknown concentration 

1 Only values in the last column are comparable. 

<D 
-....J 
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D. 13C Spin-lattice relaxation and Nuclear Overhauser Effect measurements 

(i) Diols 

As part of our study of very strong H-bonding, we have examined the 

Tl 's and NOE of a series of diols and carboxylic acid systems. Table 27 

reports Tl 's of various solutions of metal fluorides in neat 1,2-ethanediol. 

As the concentration of solute increases, there is a steady decrease in Tl 

reflecting increasing correlation time (T c). The cause for this decrease 

in Tl can be attributed to H-bonding to fluoride ion and also to greater 

1 . . . 78 so utlon V1SCOSlty. 

Since neat 1,2-ethanediol is intermolecularly H-bonded, the Tl 

observed for the neat liquid itself is shorter than that of a free, non-

H-bonded molecule. Hence, a further shortening in Tl due to addition of 

KF may be taken as an indication of much stronger H-bonding in the system. 

Stronger H-bonding causes greater restriction at the hydroxy end of the 

molecule resulting in much slower tumbling of the molecule. However, this 

decrease in Tl is also caused partly by viscosity change. Tables 28 and 

29, and Figure 21 show the dependency of Tl on visocsity. The log-log plots of 

Tl versus inverse viscosity (Fig. 21) for both neat 1,2-ethanediol and 

1,2-ethanediol/KF systems are linear and have slopes of 1. It has been 

reported that slopes of 1 for such a plot indicate the influence of 

. . T 68 V1SCosltyon 1. 

Table 30 reports the effect of dilution on 13 C spin-lattice 

relaxation time of neat 1,2-ethanediol. As expected, the Tl increases on 

dilution due to breaking of the self associations of 1,2-ethanediol 

molecules resulting in faster tumbling. Figure 22 illustrates the 



Table 27. 13C spin-lattice relaxation time (Tl sec) of 13 CH2 carbons of 1,2-ethanedio1, neat and 
solutions of KF, RbF and CsF. 

With KF With RbF \.J"ith CsF 

Molarity Tl (sec) Ho1arity Tl (sec) Holarity Tl (sec) 

0.5 0.82 ± 0.03 0.8 0.67 ± 0.04 0.9 0.84 ± 0.06 

2.0 0.49 ± 0.05 3.2 0.32 ± 0.04 3.5 0.61 ± 0.03 

4.2 0.18 ± 0.02 6.4 0.24 ± 0.03 7.0 0.33 ± 0.02 

saturated 0.13 ± 0.02 saturated 0.13 ± 0.00 saturated 0.28 ± 0.05 

neat 0.96 ± 0.07 neat 0.96 ± 0.07 neat 0.96 ± 0.07 

All values recorded at room temperature. 

1.0 
1.0 



Table 28. Viscosity (n) measurements of 1,2-ethanedio1/KF systems at 
different concentrations at room temperature (303°K). 

Molarity of KF Viscosity (n cps) 

0.00 9.39 

0.52 11.03 

1.04 12.78 

2.09 17.70 

3.13 25.03 

4.17 35.55 

saturated 64.34 

100 



Table 29. Viscosity (n) measurements of neat 1,2-ethanediol and 
saturated solutions of KF at various temperatures. 

Temperature Viscosity (cps) Viscosity (cps) 
(OK) neat 1,2-ethanediol 1,2-ethanediol/KF 

303 9.39 64.34 

313 6.02 37.44 

323 3.9l 21. 78 

333 2.58 13.14 

343 1.86 8.68 

353 1.36 6.06 

101 

(sat) 



Figure 22. H-bonding effect on 13 C Tl of 1,2-ethanedio1 systems. 

A plot of 13C Tl(observed) versus concentration of various 

solutes in 1,2-ethanedio1 

Figure 21. Log-Log plot of reciprocal viscosity versus 13C Tl 

of 1,2-ethanedio1 systems. 

102 
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Table 30. 13 C Tl of 1,2-ethanediol at various concentrations of THF and 
CH3CN.* 

THF CH3GN 

Molarity Tl (sec) Holarity Tl(sec) 
of solute of solute 

0.5 1.17 ± 0.03 0.5 1.17 ± 0.05 

1.0 1.25 ± 0.01 1.3 1.32 ± 0.03 

2.0 1.25 ± 0.04 2.2 1.46 ± 0.04 

3.0 1.47 ± 0.03 3.0 1.60 ± 0.04 

4.0 1.53 ± 0.04 4.0 1.67 ± 0.04 

5.0 1.60 ± 0.04 5.3 1.83 ± 0.06 

8.0 1.72 ± 0.07 

* All recorded at room temperature. 
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opposing effects of 

(i) breaking of H-bbnding, and 

(ii) formation of a stronger H-bond with fluoride ion, 

on 13C ~1 's of 1,2-ethanediol. 

Examination of certain other diols also shows similar behaviour of 

Tl 's due to H-bonding (Table 31) to F- ions. A decrease has been observed 

for carbons two bonds away from the hydroxy group capable of forming strong 

H-bonding with fluoride ion. He have also examined the NOE factor (n c ) for 

all these systems (Table 31) and observed an enhancement of all protonated 

carbons except those in the 1,2-ethanediol system, where addition of KF 

causes a decrease in NOE. .In'both 1,2-propanediol and 1,4-butanediol 

systems, carbons close to hydroxy groups show an appreciable increase in 

the contribution from dipole-dipole mechanisms to relaxation process 

(Table 32). Moreover, all carbons showed a decrease in Tl(DD) on addition 

of KF. This is expected because H-bonding increases effective correlation 

time (Teff) which in term give rise to a more efficient dipolar process; 

Tl(DD) being inversely proportional to Teff. 

l/Tl (DD) (37) 

Even though we observed a decrease in T1Dn in 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems, 

there is ca. 40 percent decrease in the contribution from 13C_1H DD 

interactions to the relaxation. Since percent DD is calculated based on 

nc according to equation 17, this decrease reflects the reduced NOE in 

that system. This odd behaviour of 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems is similar 

to that we observed in carboxylic acid systems (discussed later). 



Table 31. 13C T1 and NOE (n) factor of few dio1s as neat liquids and as a saturated solution of KF. 

Compound 13CH20H 13CH2CH20H 13CHOH 13CH3 

T1 NOE T1 NOE T1 NOE T1 NOE 

1,2-ethanedio1 0.96 ± 0.07 1.42 
(neat) 

1,2-ethanedio1 0.13 ± 0.02 0.85 -.;.. ~..:... -"-I 

+ KF (sat) 

1,2-propanedio1 0.37 ± 0.01 0.15 0.69 ± 0.01 0.10 0.89 ± 0.05 0.56 
(neat) 

1,2-propanedio1 * 0.50 0.20 ± 0.05 0.98 0.35 ± 0.02 0.72 
+ KF (sat) 

1,4-butanedio1 0.26 ± 0.00 0.49 0.28 ± 0.01 0.58 
(neat) 

1,4-butanedio1 0.23 ± 0.00 0.82 0.25 ± 0.00 1.19 
+ KF (sat) 

* The computer did not calculate, presumably due to very fast relaxations (T1 < 0.01 sec). 

All measurements recorded at room temperature. 

f-' 
o 
0\ 



Table 32. Calculated %DD, T1(DD) and T1(SR) for 1,2-ethanedio1, 1,2-propanedio1 and 1,4-butanedio1e as 
neat liquids and as saturated solutions of KF.1 

Compound 13CH20H 13CH2CH20H 13CHOH 13CH3 
%DD T1(DD) T1 (SR) %DD T1(DD) T1 (SR) %DD T1(DD) T1 (SR) ~mD T1(DD) T1 (SR) 

1,2-ethanedio1 (neat),' 
71 1.34 3.39 

1,2-ethanedio1 + KF (sat) 
43 0.30 0.23 

1,2-propanedio1 (neat) 
08 4.91 0.40 05 13.73 0.73 30 2.95 1.28 

1,2-propanedio1 + KF (sat) 
25 50 0.41 0.39 35 1.00 0.54 

1,4-butanedio1 (neat) 
25 1.06 0.35 30 0.96 0.40 

1,4-butanedio1 + KF (sat) 
40 0.57 0.39 60 0.42 0.62 

1 All readings recorded at room temperature. 

4> 

I-' 
o 
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Effect of temperature on 13C spin-lattice relaxation time and Nuclear 

Overhauser Effect of 1,2-ethanediol 

In order to understand more about the contributions from different 

mechanisms to spin-lattice relaxation time in H-bonded systems, we 

examined neat 1,2-ethanediol and 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems, and report 

their 13C Tl 's and NOE factors at various temperatures. Both systems show 

increased Tl with increasing temperature (Table 33). The relatively (sec) 

greater slope for neat liquid in Figure 23 is an indication of much easier 

breaking of H-bonding in that sytem compared to that in 1,2-ethanediol/KF 

systems; possible evidence of stronger H-bonding with F- ions. Usually 

increasing Tl with increasing temperature denotes the participation of 

other mechanisms in addition to DD mechanisms in relaxation process. 55 ,69 

This seems to be true for 1,2-ethanediol systems also if we consider only 

the change of Tl with temperature but our NOE experiments and subsequent 

calculation of percent DD, Tl(DD) and Tl(SR) (Table 34) all indicate an 

opposite effect; as the temperature increases, there is a progressively 

increasing contribution of DD mechanisms over SR mechanisms. This is 

quite contrary to that expected and observed by other workers in the field. 

Further anomalous behaviour observed in these systems was increasing 

NOE with increasing temperature (Table 33). For neat 1,2-ethanediol, an 

NOE factor above the theoretical maximum of 1.98 was obtained at higher 

temperatures. At any given. temperature, the 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems 

shows lower NOE's than the neat liquid. This abnormal behaviour could not 

be explained. However, our repeated NOE experiments show that nc is not 

dependent on experimental conditions. Its dependency on nmr frequency is 

114 
known. 
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Table 33. 13 C Tl and NOE of CH2 carbons of 1,2-ethanedio1 as neat liquid 
and as a saturated solution of KF at various temperatures. 

Temp. 1,2-ethanedio1 (neat) 1,2-ethanedio1 + KF (sat) 
( OK) 

Tl (sec) NOE Tl (sec) NOE 

303 0.96 ± 0.07 1.42 ± 0.46 0.13 ± 0.02 0.85 ± 0.34 

313 1. 76 ± 0.01 1.71 ± 0.51 0.32 ± 0.01 1.15 ± 0.10 

323 2.84 ± O. OL~ 1.91 ± 0.29 0.63 ± 0.03 1.69 ± 0.49 

333 3.91 ± 0.05 1.88 ± 0.30 1.17 ± 0.09 1.55 ± 0.03 

343 5.25 ± 0.11 2.22 ± 0.35 1.45 ± 0.06 

353 6.88 ± 0.14 2.74 ± 0.34 1.97 ± 0.06 1.17 ± 0.50 

363 6.85 ± 0.19 2.44 ± 0.06 

373 6.43 ± 0.32 2.59 ± 0.18 
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Table 34. Calculated %DD, TI(DDt and TI (SR} for 1,2-ethanediol as neat 
liquid and saturated solutions 0 KF at various temperatures. 

Temp. 1,2-ethanediol (neat) 1,2-ethanediol + KF (sat) 
(OK) 

%DD TI(DD) TI (SR) %DD TI(DD) TI (SR) 

303 70 1.34 3.39 43 0.30 0.23 

313 86 2.05 12.44 58 0.55 0.77 

323 96 2.96 70.05 85 0.74 4.24 

333 96 4.14 70.38 78 1.50 5.32 

343 100 4.71 

353 100 5.00 59 3.35 4.78 
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Temperature dependence of TI(DD) has been related to activation 

energy (~E) for the molecular orientation through an Arrhenius equation 

(13).69 Thus, a plot of TI(DD) versus reciprocal temperature (Fig. 24) 

gave ~E's of ca. 32 kJ mol-1 and 38 kJ mol-1 for neat 1,2-ethanediol and 

1,2-ethanediol/KF systems respectively (Table 35). 

Table 35. Activation energy for molecular re-orientation of 1,2-ethanediol 
systems derived from temperature dependent (A) Tl(DD)(calculated) 
(B) TI( )(observed) and (C) viscosity (measured) sec 

System 
~E kJ mol-1 

_ .•. '. J 

(A) TI(DD) (B) TI(sec) (C) Viscosity 
(centipoise) 

1,2-ethanediol 32 33 34 (neat liquid) 

1,2-ethanediol/KF 38 37 42 (saturated) 

These~E's are very high, since for most molecules it is only of the order 

of 8 kJ mol-I .69 

Activation energy can also be derived from temperature dependent 

. . C) 115 Vlscoslty n . Thus, a plot of £n(n/T) versus reciprocal temperature 

(Figure 25) also gave a set of similar ~E's within experimental errors. We 

also plotted the logarithm of our observed TIC ) values for the above 
sec 

systems against reciprocal temperature which interestingly, yielded the 

same ~E's (within experimental error) as that from TI(DD) and viscosity 

measurements. Since temperature dependence of the SR component is more 

complicated and has other terms involved,69 our results infer that the 
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observed T1 has contributions essentially from Dipole-Dipole interactions. 

This may explain in part the odd results discussed earlier (p. 108). 

1H and 19F spin-lattice relaxation times were also determined 

(Tables 36 and 37). In 1H nmr, the addition of KF caused the hydroxy proton 

to relax extremely rapidly. This is understandable because the hydroxy 

protons are too firmly tied down (due to very strong H-bonding with F- ions) 

to have much free movement. Similarly, 19F T1 's also show fast relaxation 

owing to a strong H-bonding because as the temperature increases, T1 's 

also increase. A temperature variation study (Table 37) also indicates 

that the relative increase in T1 values is greater for 1,2-ethanediol/KF 

systems than that for acetic acid/KF systems. This also suggests a much 

stronger H~bonding in AcOH/KF systems which has been proven by other means 

as well. 

(ii) Carboxylic acids 

The unusually high intens.ity observed for carboxy carbon in our routine 

chemical shift measurements (see Chapter III-C) pointed out the necessity 

for a more detailed investigation of those systems. Therefore, we 

measured T1 's and NOE's of a series of carobxylic acids both as neat 

liquid and as a saturated solution of KF. The values are reported in Table 

38 along with those of acetic acid/K acetate and NOE data of acetone and 

acetic anhydride. 

All carbons were observed to relax faster on addition of KF, similar 

to diol/KF systems due to strong H-bonding with F- ions and viscosity 

change. 



Table 36. IH TI measurements of neat and saturated solutions of KF in 1,2-ethanediol, formic acid and 
acetic acid at room temperature. 

Compound OH CH CH2 CH3 

1,2-ethanediol (neat) 0.47 ± 0.00 0.38 ± 0.00 

1,2~ethanediol + KF (sat) 0.00 ± 0.00 0.10 ± 0.00 

formic acid (neat) 1.27 ± 0.07 1. 78 ± 0.12 

formic acid + KF (sat) 0.01 ± 0.00 0.36 ± 0.06 

acetic acid (neat) 1.11 ± 0.14 0.82 ± 0.13 

acetic acid + KF (sat) 0.02 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.00 

Zero values indicate values less than 0.01 which are not detected by the computer. 

..... ..... 
-....j 



Table 37. 19F Tl measurements of 1,2-ethanedio1/KF (sat) and acetic 
acid/KF (sat) at various temperatures. 

Temperature 1,2-ethanedio1/KF (sat) Acetic acid/KF (sat) 
(OK) 

303 0.00 ± 0.01 ± 0.00 

313 0.07 ± 0.01 0.01 ± 0.00 

323 0.13 ± 0.01 0.00 ± 0.00 

333 0.21 ± 0.02 0.05 ± 0.00 

343 0.08 ± 0.00 

353 0.57 ± 0.07 0.10 ± 0.01 

373 0.87 ± 0.11 
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Zero values indicate values less than 0.01 which are not detected by the 
computer. 



Table 38. 13 C ~1 IS of neat liquids and a saturated solution of KF in carboxylic acids at room temperature. 

Acid 
13CO(OH) 13CH2C02H 13CH2CH2C02H 13 CH3 

Tl (sec) T)c Tl (sec) T)c TI (sec) T)c TI (sec) T)c 

formic 6.75 ± 0.23 2.0 

formic + KF 0.54 ± 0.02 1.4 

acetic 21.07 ± 0.43 0.7 7.09 ± 0.11 1.2 

acetic + KF 2.09 ± 0.01 1.1 0.66 ± 0.03 1.1 

propionic 25.14 ± 1. 01 0.4 5.14 ± 0.18 1.7 4.87 ± 0.25 1.4 

propionic + KF 2.82 ± 0.15 1.9 0.45 ± 0.03 1.1 2.09 ± 0.16 1.4 

n-butyric 13.21 ± 0.26 0.9 2.94 ± 0.07 1.7 4.27 ± 0.14 1.8 5.14 ± 0.27 1.7 

n-butyric + KF 2.12 ± 0.05 1.4 0.33 ± 0.01 1.0 0.69 ± 0.02 1.2 1.51 ± 0.03 1.4 

Acetic + CH3COOK 1.42 ± 0.10 0.1 1.06 ± 0.10 1.0 

I-' 
I-' 
\.0 
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NOE measurements show that except for formic acid, all carboxyl. 

carbons show a significant NOE even in the neat liquid state 

(where acid molecules are intermolecularly H-bonded) which is further 

enhanced by the addition of KF (Table 38). On the other hand, carboxyl 

carbons of both acetone and acetic anhydride display essentially zero NOE 

under the same conditions. 

The formic acid carbon which has a directly bonded hydrogen has a full 

94 NOE (nc = 1.988; the theoretical maximum for any carbon). Addition of 

KF caused a decrease in its NOE; an effect observed for methylene and 

methyl carbons of other carboxylic acids as well as for the methylene 

carbons of 1,2-ethanediol. A significant NOE has been reported for other 

non-protonated carbons. Couperus et al. 6l in their recent report on Tl 's 

of series of carboxylic acids have given NOE factor of 1.3 for the carboxy 

carbon of methyl heptonate without any comment. Significant NOE's for 

carbons carrying hydroxy groups (n = 1.3) in phenol have been reported by 

Levy et al. 77 They attribute the enhancement due to 13C_1H DD relaxation 

arises from contributions from hydroxy protons and the two ortho protons. 

Levy has also reported significant NOE factors for carbons not directly 

116 11~ 
bonded to hydrogen in po1ymethacry1ates. In a very recent paper, 

NOE's up to 50 percent of the theoretically attainable maximum have been 

reported for CC14 and CS2 carbons through 13C_1H DD mechanisms between 

these carbons and solvent protons (solvents--alkanes). 

Levy's suggestions alone might explain the significant NOE of carboxyl 

carbons in neat carboxylic acids, compared to acetic anhydride; the 

hydroxy proton contributing through 13 C_lH DD mechanisms. In acid/KF 

systems, in addition to the O-H contributions, the fluoride ion, through 
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a very strong H-bonding, perhaps also contributes to the carbo~yl carbon's 

NO~ resulting in further enhancement. This is possible because acetic 

acid/CHgCOOK systems show a decrease in NOE, since it has a shorter Tl 

due to viscosity changes. Although viscosity plays a significant part in 

reducing the Tl 's of diols and carboxylic acid systems, it does not 

directly contribute to the NOE. 

A tentative explanation put forward by a referee to our recent 

communicationl18 on this anomalous NOE is that, if two or more acid 

molecules H-bond to a single F- ion, a complex with a long axis is created 

resulting in a very anisotropic molecular re-orientation. This will slow 

down the tumbling about an axis perpendicular to the long axis. This 

slowing of the modulations of 13C_1H dipolar interactions would shorten 

Tl 's and increase the NOE. A similar situation has been observed in 13C 

resonance of CIf carbons in pyridine when it is H-bonded to an alcohol. 119 

This suggestion is consistent with the known ~F(carboxylic acid)2 

stoichiometry of the solid H-bonded solvates of these aliphatic acids, but 

. h h' . 24 h' h ( 0 H· F) d not w~t t e~r ~r spectra w ~c suggest an - - ••• an an 

(-O-R ••. O) hydrogen bond. 

Off resonance decoupling techniques applied to the acetic acid systems 

(neat liquid and KF solution) show that irrespective of the decoupling 

frequency, the carbonyl carbons show an intensity enhancement in both 

neat and KF solutions. Even 13C spectra of deuterated acetic acid 

(CD3COOD) show significant carbo~yl carbon signal both in neat and in KF 

solutions when carbons were hardly seen. We measured the NOE factor of 

AcOR/KF(sat) system at two decoupling frequencies; one near CH3 group 

(2382 Hz) and the other near carboxy OR group (2981 Hz) and in both cases 

higher NOE's were observed for carboxyl carbons. 



Table 39. NOE factors of carboxyl carbons of acetic acid/KF systems 
measured at different decoupling frequencies. 

Decoupling frequency offset (Hz) NOE factor (n c ) 

2600 (BB) 1.1 

2382 (OR/el']) 0.8 

2981 (OR/eW) 1.3 

BB--Broad band decoupling 

OR--Off resonance decoupling 

eW--continuous wave method 
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Similar NOE's can be expected for neat acetic acid also. This unusual, but 

very significant intensity enhancement of carboxyl carbons in carboxylic 

acids could not be explained in terms of present theoretical approaches. 

However, we can say that the presence and strength of H-bonds may playa 

vital role in NOE's of non-protonated carbons bonded directly to functional 

groups involved in H-bonding. Hence, to enhance the intensity of weak 13 e 

signals of such carbons, it may be possible to take advantage of the 

phenomenon by deliberately strengthening the H-bonding in these systems. 

It should also be worthwhile to study some non-oxygenated systems to see 

if similar effects exist. 
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E. Infrared Heasurements 

Strong evidence has been obtained from ir studies for H-bonding between 

fl "d " d " "d 20 uorl e anlons an acetlc aCl • In order to collect more data on strong 

H-bonding between F- and diols, we examined the ir spectra of 1,2-ethanediol 

(neat liquid) and 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems. The spectrum of the neat 

liquid showed evidence of intermolecular H-bonding (self-association). 

Addition of KF did not change the spectrum significantly but showed 

evidence of the formation of a new H-bond. 

In neat liquid, the OH stretching frequency (v s ) was centred at ca. 

3350 em-I. The spectrum of 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems also showed the Vs 

of the OHO bond around 3300 cm-I . In addition, the spectrum contained a 

broad peak between 3500 em-I and 2500 em-I; characteristic of strong 

H-bonding. This broad band centred at ca. 2900 em-I, which overlaps the 

CH3 stretching vibrations, can be assigned to the stretching frequency of 

the OHF H-bond formed between the fluoride anions and 1,2-ethanediol. 

This spectrum also showed a new out-of-plane bending (v t ) vibration of 

OHF bond at ca. 750 em-l. The Vt of the solvent (band due to OHO) is at 

ca. 650 cm-I • Superficial changes were also observed ca. 1400 em-I which 

may be due to the OHF bond (probably the ~ of OHF). Unfortunately, there 

was not enough solute (KF) present in the solution to enable the bands due 

to the new H-bond (i.e., OHF) to be distinguishable from those of the 

solvent spectrum. However, the appearance of new bands themselves is 

sufficient evidence of the formation of O-H •.. F type H-bonds. 

Comparing the stretching frequencies (v s ) of both OHO (of the diol-diol) 

and OHF (F--diol) H-bonds to that of free OH stretching frequency of the 
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monomer (ca. 3600 cm-I)lOO, we get a ~vs of ca. 294 cm-I and ca. 744 cm-I 

for OHO and OHF bonds respectively. For acetic acid/KF systems, ~vs(OHF) 

is ca. 2200 em-I d f .. d d· .. 560 -1 20 an or acet~c ac~ ~mer ~t ~s ca. cm. Since 

this shift, after ~vs has been correlated to the H-bond energies,l our 

approximate ~vs(OHF) shift indicates a weaker H-bonding in 1,2-ethanediol/KF 

systems compared to AcOH/KF systems, but stronger than that in acetic acid 

dimer. This lends support to our results from nmr studies. 

Even though we did not make any attempt to calculate the enthalpy of 

association in 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems from ir data because of large 

errors due to very broad peaks, a comparison of our approximate ~vs 

(ca. 744 cm-I ) with those of acetic acid dimer (ca. 560 em-I), phenol/KF 

1 1 105 (ca. 1070 cm- ) and catechol/KF (ca. 1120 em- ) systems, shows that the 

~H for association in 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems lies between those of 

acetic acid dimer (~H = -(31) kJ mol-I) and phenol/KF (~H = -(62) kJ mol-I) 

systems. A crude ~H of ~-(40-45) kJ mol-I seems reasonable. This ~H is not 

inconsistent with our ~H value from IH nmr data (~H ~ -(56) kJ mol-I). 



Table 40. It frequencies (200-4000 em-I) of hydrogen bond bands in 
1,2-ethanediol, as neat liquid and as a saturated solution of KF. 

Neat 
1,2-ethanediol 

3644* 

3612* 

- 3350 (br, sh) 

-650 (m, br) 

* Ref. 100 

sh--sharp 

br--broad 

m--medium 

1,2-ethanediol 
+ KF sat 

-3300 (br, sh) 

-2900 (br) 

-750 (m, br) 

-650 (m, br) 

Assignment 

free OH stretch of monomer 

intramolecular H-bond stretch 
of monomer 

Vs (aHa) 

Vs (OHF) 

vt (OHF) 

Vt (aHa) 

125 
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Chapter IV--Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work 

The evidence so far obtained from I H, 19F and 13C nmr measurements 

all lead to the conclusions that carboxylic acid-fluoride systems are very 

strongly H-bonded. We found that diols also form similar types of H-bonds 

with Group I metal fluorides but their strength is only about half of that 

of the acid-fluoride H-bonds. However, the diol-fluoride H-bond energy 

(ca. 56 kJ mol-I) is still in the category of strong H-bonds since the 

majority of 'typical' H-bonds have energies between 12 and 40 kJ mol-I. 

Fluoride H-bonded shifts (OHF) in 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems were obtained 

from IH chemical shift measurements and thermodynamic properties such as 

~Ho, ~Go, ~So etc. were calculated from temperature dependent IH chemical 

shift measurements. 19F chemical shifts of the acid/MF and diol/MF 

systems were found to depend on many factors including H-bonding effects 

which are inseparable and hence no direct relation between 19F chemical 

shift and H-bonding could be obtained. However, using 19F data and based 

on different assumptions for calculations of equilibrium constants, we 

arrived at ~H for association which is very close to the IH values 

for the 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems. Hence, we may assume that this system 

behaves as a simple H-bonded complex at least over much of the temperature 

range studied though perhaps species like H-F and HF2 may also be involved 

in the equilibrium at some temperatures. It was unfortunate that these 

systems could not be studied at lower temperatures (i.e., at ca. 243°K) 

which may have proved to be more interesting and informative. In this 

respect, our preliminary study of BunNF(acac) systems gave some possible 
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evidence of the system existing as a simple H-bonded complex at ca. 253°K 

(we believe that the resolved doublet at 253°K in CD3CN is of the fluoride 

ion H-bonded to acetyl acetone). Further work is required to have 

substantial evidence to support the existence of strong H-bonding (F-... H) 

at that temperature. 

Even though metal fluoride/diol systems can not be studied below 

room temperature, tetra-alkylammonium fluorides (TAAF) can be employed to 

study similar H-bonded systems. Carboxylic acid/TAAF systems are nice 

examples to study at low temperatures (~, at ca. 243°K). 

13C results were quite useful. Addition of KF to carboxylic acids 

and diols reduced the Tl 's by an order of magnitude which can be attributed 

to both H-bonding and viscosity change. Anomalous results were obtained in 

NOE measurements. Even though no fully satisfactory explanation could be 

put forward for the increased NOE of otherwise weak carbonyl carbon 

signals of carboxylicacid/KF systems, this phenomenon may play an 

important role in the future 13C routine measurements where we may be able 

to enhance the intensity of weak C-13 signals in such systems by strengthen-

ing the H-bonding. The anomalous increase of NOE's at higher temperatures 

in neat 1,2-ethanediol (where it surpasses the theoretical maximum value 

of 1.988) and 1,2-ethanediol/KF systems may perhaps be explicable after 

more thorough investigation. It would also be worthwhile to study the Tl 's 

and NOE's of acid/~W systems at various temperatures. Workers in 13 C nmr 

have now shown that NOE enhancement from 13 C_lH DD mechanisms is no longer 

an effect exclusive to directly bonded hydrogens. Protons more than a 

bond away and through space can contribute to 13C NOE via DD mechanisms. 77 

Even solvent protons can increase NOE's of 13C of solute molecules through 

h h . 118 t e same mec an~sm. Perhaps a new DD mechanism between carbonyl 
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carbon and fluoride ions is operative (13 C_19F) in carboxylic acid/KF systems. 

and the fluoride ion through the H-bond may be contributing to the carbon 

NOE. A decrease in NOE on addition of CH3COOK to acetic acid rules out 

any viscosity effect on NOE's in acid/KF systems. Hence, we can conclude 

by saying that H-bonding in these systems in one way or other is responsible 

for these remarkable observations. 

Regarding future potential for studies in this field, there are still 

many compounds which are capable of forming H-bonds of the type [F- ••. H] 

with fluoride ions. Metal fluorides may not find that many applications 

because of their insolubility in compounds such as aliphatic alcohols, 

amines etc., but TAAF's which can also form similar H-bonds, are soluble in 

most of this type of compounds and these complexes can be studied by nmr .. 

and ir. Aromatic carboxylic acids (e.g., benzoic acid), alcohols such as 

phenol, catechol etc. form strong H-bonding with fluoride ions. 120 These 

systems have never been investigated neat by nmr spectroscopy, being 

solids. H-bonded complexes of the above compounds with TAAF (as 

monosolvates) could be studied in different solvents even at very low 

temperatures by nmr and possibly thermodynamic parameters could be 

evaluated. 
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